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The Makran subduction zone of Iran and Pakistan exhibits strong variation in seismicity between its
eastem and westem segments and has one of the world's largest forearcs. We determine the source
paramelers for  14 earthquakes at  Makran including lhe great  (Mw 8.1)  eanhquake of  1945 ( the only
insrrumentally recorded great eanhquake at Makran); we determine the loci of seismic and aseismic slip
along the plare boundary, and we assess the effects of the large forearc and accretionary wedge oir the style
of plate boundary slip. We apply body waveform inversions and, for small-magnitude evcntsr use first
mot ions of  P waves to est imate earthquake source parameters.  For the 1945 event we also employ
dislocation modeling of uplift dara. We find that the eanhquake of 1945 in eastem Makran is an inrerylate
thrust event that ruptured approximately one-fifih the length of the subduction zone. Nine smaller events
in eastem Makran rhat are also located at or close to the plate interface have thrust mechanisms similar to
that of the 1945 shock. Seaward of these thrust earthquakes lies rhe shallowest 70-80 km of the plate
boundary; we find ftat this segment and rhe overlying accretionary wedge remain aseismic both during and
between great earthquakes. This aseismic zone, as in other subduction z.ones, lies u'ithin that part of rhe
accretionary wedge thar consists of largely unconsolidated sediments (seisrnic velocities less than 4.0
km/s). The existence of thrust earthquakes indicates that either the sediments along the plate boundary in
eastem Makran become sufficiently well consolidated and dewatered about 70 km from the deformation
front or older, lithified rocks are present within the forearc so that stick-slip sliding behavior becomes
possible. This study shows that a large quantity of unconsolidated sediment does not necessarily indicate a
low polenrial for greal rhrust earrhquakes, In contrast to the easi, the plate boundary in westem Makran
has no clear record of historic great events, nor has mode:n instrumentation detected any shallow thrust
events for at least the past 25 years. N4ost earthquakes in westem Makran occur wirhin the downgoing
plate at intermediate depths. The large change in seismicity between eastem and westem Makran along
with t rvo shal low events that  exhib i t  r ight- lateral  s t r ike-s l ip mot ion in centra l  Makran suggest
segmentation of rhe subduction zone. Two Paleozoic conlinental blocks dominare $e overiding plate.
The boundary between rhem is approximately coincident with rhe transition in seismicity. Although
relative motion belween these blocks may account for some of the differing seismic bchavior, the
continuity of the deformarion front and of other tectonic features along the subducrion zone suggests that
the rate of subduction does not change appreciably from east to west. The absence of piate boundary events
in westcm Makran indicates either that entirely aseismic subduction occurs or that the plate boundary is
current ly  locked and exper iences great  earthquakes wi th long repeat t imes.  Evidencc is  presenr ly
inconclusive conceming which of lhese two hypotheses is most correct. The presence of well-defined late
llolocene marine tenaces along portions of the coasts of eastem and weslem Makran could be interpreted
as evidence that both sections of the arc are capable of generating large plate boundary eanhquakes. If that
hypothesis is correct, then westem Makran could produce a great earthquake or it could ruplure as a numbcr
of  segments in somewhat smal ler-magni tude events.  Al temat ively,  i t  is  possib le that  weslem N4akran is
s igni f icant ly  d i f ferent  f rom eastem Makran and exper iences largely aseismic s l ip at  a l l  t imes.  A
knowledge of the velocity structure and nature of the state of consolidation or lithificaLion of rocks at.
depth in the interior portion of the forearc of westem N4akran should help to ascertain whcthcr that portion
of the plate boundary moves aseismically or ruptures in large to great eanhquakes. A rcsolution of this
question has irnportant implications for seismic hazard nol only for westcm Makran but also for other
margins, such as lhe Cascadia subduction znne of u'estem North America, whcre historical thrust events
have not occurred.

and Aseismic Slip Along the Plate Boundary
Makran SubductionZone

iNTRODUCTION

Plate motion in the form of carthquakcs may occur in a variery
of ways at subduction zones. Some margins produce frequent
thrust earthquakes of only modcrate to large size (e.g., several
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parts of the Ivlexican subduction zone), some expericnce great
events separated by periods of l i t t le moderate-size activi ty
(e.g., southern Chile), w,hile still others have experienced no
known plate boundary earthquakes during historic times (e.9.,

Cascadia, Java, southern Lesser Antilles), making it difficulr to
ascerlain whether they subduct aseismically or undergo great

earthquakes separated by periods exceeding the historic record.
The Makran subduction zone is uilusual in several respects: the
eastern and western halves of Makran exhibit very different
patterns of seismicity, have historic records with and
apparently without great events, respectively, and both
segments are the site of one of the world's largest forearc
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regions. The seaward 70 km of the forearc consists of more
recently accreted, unconsolidated and semiconsolidated
sediments that have low seismic velocities and high pore fluid
pressures [e.g., Whire, L982; Fowler et al., 1985).

A number of other convergent margins with unusual or
unknown seismic behaviors contain relatively large volumes
of young sediment. Unconsolidated sediment exhibits higher
coeff icients of fr ict ion at higher sl ip velocit ies (so-cal led
velocity-strengthening behavior), causing a resistance to the
accelerating slip associated with earthquakes [e.g., Marone and
Scholz, 19881. This stable fr ict ional sl ip behavior is
manifested as an aseismic region along the shallow portions of
some active strike-slip fault zones. In California this zone of
slip is typically confined to the upper few kilometers of active
faults. Similarly, aseismic slip is associated with the presence
of unconsolidated sediments along the shallowest part of plate
boundaries at subduction zotes lByrne et a1.,19881. For the
subduction zones examined by D. E. Byrne, L. R. Sykes and D.
M. Davis (manuscript in preparation) this zone of aseismic slip
extends beneath the region of the accretionary wedge with
seismic velocities less than about 4.5 km/s. A transition to
seismic slip occurs either as the young sediment becomes more
consolidated or as oldcr more lithified rccks are encountered.
The depth to *'hich aseismic conditions might persist along a
fault within sediment is not well known. Hence the presence of
large volumes of sedirnent may influence the potential to
generate great earlhquakcs at Makran and at subduction zones
with similar condit ions such as Cascadia and the southern
Lesscr Antilles.

BYR.NE m AL.: SEISMoTECToNICS OF THE MAKRAN SUBDUCTION ZONE

The Makran region of southem Pakistan and southeastern Iran
is a 1000-km section of the Eurasian-Arabian plate boundary
(Figures 1 and 2) where consumption of oceanic crust has
occurred conlinuously since the Early Cretaceous along a north

dipping subduction zone [e.g., Farhoudi and Karig, L977;
Sengdr et al.,19881. Iv{akran remains a sparscly populated and

remote region with a relatively low level of seismicity and

infrequenr great earthquakes. The repeat t imes and focal
parameters of Makran earthquakes have been poorly

documented because so few moder ate (M g 2 5.5) or large (M g >

7.0) earthquakes are known to have occurred there. The only'

instrumentally recorded Breat (Ms > 7.7) earthquake at Makran

occurred in 1945, but its source paramctcrs were not detcrmined

prior to our work. Thus the seismic behavior of the Makran

subduction zone has rcmaincd largely unJ<nown.

In  th is  paper  we ana lyze  ava i lab le  da ta  inc lud ing

scismograms from a number of events, seismicity, seismic

ref lect ion and refract ion data, and onshore geology to

determine the seismic behavior of the Makran subduction zone.

New focai solutions are presen!.ed for 13 earthquakes beginning
with an analysis of the great (Mw 8.1) event of 1945 (Figure
3). The historic data for the 1945 event ire of poor quality by
modern standards. They do not allow a detailed analysis of the
rupture history, but do permit us to determine the focal
solution, source time function, approximate rupture direction,
and magnitude. Below we describe our solution for this and for
ofier events and discuss the seismotectonics of Makran. We
also consider the implications for the modes of slip along the
plate boundary and for seismic hazard at Makran.
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Fig. l. Earthquakes of the Makran subduction zone and surrounding region (open circles) from the Intemational Seismic
Summary [SS) catalogue between 1944 to 1987 of mb grearer than 4.7. Symbol size is proportional to magnitude.
Elevation is shown by gray shades with 1500-m contour interval; darker gray indicares higher elevation. Seisrniciry and
topography delineate active plate boundaries. Box encloses the Makran region shown in derail in Figure 2. Nore lower level
of seismicity along Makran segment of the Eurasian-Arabian plate boundary relative to the section farther west and the
decrease in seismicity along the coast of Makran from east to wesr.
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Fig. 2. Faults (solid lines) and major teclonic features of Makran subduction zone [after Haghipour et al., 19841. Arabian
plate is being subducted beneath Eurasian plate along deformation front (teeth on overriding plate). Epicenter of 1945 great
earthquake is shown as solid triangle. Mud volcanoes along the coast are shown by open circles; those activated by 1945
event are shown as solid circles. Calc-alkaline volcanoes are shown by concentric, radiating spokes. Lut and Helmand
blocks are older micro continenhl fragments separated by Sistan suture zone. SH is Strair of Hormuz.
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Fig. 3. Focal mechanisms of \'lakran earthquakes determined in rhis study (black and white) and in previous studies (gray and
whire). Lower hemisphere projcctions rvith dark compressional quadrants. Source parameters are summarized in Tables 1 and
2. Seismici ty  of  Figure I  a lso sh()$n b1'opcn c i rc les.  Topography is  indicated by gray shadcs s i th 1000-m contour
inrewal; darker shadgs corrcsprrnd to higher clevations. Thick conrour is the coast. \ote sharp contras! between presence of
seismicity and focal mechanisms in castem \lakran and thcir absence in westem Makran. That transition aligns with rhe
nonh trending ridge of rhe Sistan suture (Figure 2).
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BYn,NE ET AL.: SEIsMoTEcFoNtcs oF THE MAKRAN sUBDUcTIoN zoNE

EASTER,N TIAKR,AN

We find that the Makran subduction zone exhibits a srrong
segmentation between east and west in its seismic behavior.
The plate boundary in eastern Makran ruptures in large and
great thrust earthquakes (1945) and currently experiences
small- and moderate-sized thrust earthquakes (Figure 4a). In
contrast, western Makran exhibits no well-documented great
earthquakes in historic times, and modern instrumentation has
not detected any shallow events along the plate boundary
(Figure 4b). We find that aseismic conditions persist downdip
along the shallowesr 70-80 km of the plate boundary (i.e.,
depths shallower than about 17 km) across the entire margin
(Figures 4 and 5). The seaward aseismic region coincides with
the youngest portion of the accretionary wedge where low-
velocity sediments are observed. Seismic slip extends updip to
near the coast in eastern Makran. How far updip seismic slip
occurs in western Makran, and even whether the plate boundary
there moves in large earthquakes, is presently unresolved. The
pressures to which unconsolidated sediment (and thus an
aseismic zone) may persist downdip at any subduction zone
depend on an often poorly known set of parameters that
determine the rare of dewatering, including permeabil i ty,
porosity, lithology, and strain rate. The mechanical behavior
of either those sediments (dependent upon all of rhe facrors that
control compaction and lirhificarion) or the possible presence
of older, suongly lithified rocks ar deprh in forearcs governs
whethcr or not plate boundary slip at any point is seismic.

DEFORMATION
FRONT

TEcToMc SETTNG oF MAKRAN SIIBDUCTIoN ZoNE
AND STRUCT{JRE oF THE OveRRIDwc PI.ATE

The southern border of much of the Eurasian plate is a part of
the Tethyside coliage of suture belts; its development is
described in detail by Sengdr et al. [L988] (see their Figure 20).
The overriding plate at Makran is dominated by two accreted
terranes of Gondwanan origin, the Lut block, a southern
section of the Cenrral Iranian Microcontinent, and the Helmand
or Afgan block (Figure 2). These blocks were once separared
by an arm of the Neo-Terhys that was subducted to the east
beneath the Helmand block leaving the north trending Sistan
sulure zone [Tirrul et al., 1983], All of the oceanic crusr
bet.ween thcse blocks is thought to have been subducted by
middle Eocene. North directcd subduction of Neo-Tethyian
oceanic crust continued beneath the southern margins of both
these blocks since Late Cretaceous, defining the Makran
subduction zone. During the Eocene an accelerating rate of
accrelion began along the southern edge of these blocks
presumably related to the influx of sediment as the collision of
India caused extensive uplift east of Makran. Such accretion
has extended the upper plare by more rhan 300 km (Figures 2
and 4). That growth has caused wide separation between the
volcanic arc and rhe deformarion fronr [McCatI and Kidd,
1982).

Today oceanic crust of the Arabian plate continues to be

SULTAN
VOLCANO

Nb WESTERN 'UIAKR,AN
TAFTAN BAZMAN

Fig. 4. Nonh-south cross-secdons across (a) easrem N{akran (near 63.5"8) and (b) westem Makran (near 59.5'E) showing
genetalized geologic struclure, generalized topography, location of the plare boundary (dashed where inferred), and
characteristic seismicity. Eanhquakes lisred in Tables I and 2 are projecred into rhe sections: rhose easr of 6loE onto Figure
44, those to tie west onto Figure 4b volcanic centers are also projected into sections. Main differences between eastem and
westem Makran include absence of coastal eanhquakes in westem Makran and greater distance between volcanic arc and
deformation front in eastem Makran. Note rhat plaie interface steps down through sedimentary section in southemmost 70
km of overriding plate in both Figures 4a and 4b. Interval velocities derermined offshore also shown. Generalized srructure
and velocity information in Figure 4a is based on data from Hunting Survey Corporation |9601, Ahned [L9691, Harms et al.
[1984), White [1984), Whire and Louden [1982), Minshutl and White [1989], Platt et al. 09881, and Plau [1990], and in
Figure 4b fromWhite and Klitgord 11976l,white and Ross J19'191, Niazi et al. ll980l, McCatl and Kidd [1982], and
Haghipour et al. U9841.
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BYR,NE Er AL.: SHSMOTBCTONICS OF THE M^XR^N SUBDUCTTON ZONE

2OOkm

Fig. 5. A more detailed cross section of structure and seismicity of coastal region of eastem Makran (63.5"E) in which the
1945 earthquake occurred. Dots are earthquake hypocenters. Seismic front indicates seaward limit of eanhquakes. Maximum
inferred rupture along the plate boundary duing 1945 event is shown by broad line segment. Note change in slope of
seafloor approximately 70 km north of deformation front. DF indicates the deformation front. Ol indicates rock accreted in
the Oligocene, E, Eocene, M, Miocene shelf sediment, and MS, Miocene slope sediment. Data sources same as Figure 4a.
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consumed along the Makran subduction zone with an azimuth
of N10"E. The convergence velocity estimated by DeMets et
ai. [1990] increases from 36.5 mm/yr near the Strait of Hormuz
to 42.0 mm/yr at the eastern boundary of Makran. That
estimate is the best available, but it relies on the assumption of
completely rigid plate motion. The plate collisions occurring
along the southern boundary of the Eurasian plate, however,
occupy an extremely broad zone of diffuse tectonic activity that
extends as far north as central Asia, Afghanistan, and western
China [e.g., Molnar, 1988]. Thus a significant (but unknown)
fraction of the convergence between the Arabian and Eurasian
plates probably is accommodated by deformation well to the
north of the Makran subduction zone. As described below, the

original segmentation of the upper plate between the Lut and
Helmand blocks is still expressed in physiography and in
seismicity. These blocks compose the arcward regions of the
overriding plate (Figure 4); some relative motion between them
still appears to influence the present-day tectonics of Makran.
Segmentation between eastern and western Makran, however,
is not observed along the modem accretionary wedge nor at the
deformation front, indicating that oceanic crust is currently
being subducted steadily along the entire arc. The age of the
crust of the Gulf of Oman (Figure 1) cannot be uniquely
determined from the magnetic reversal time scale because the

crust is devoid of magnetic anomalies and is presumed to have
formed during the Cretaceous quiet period (79-108 Ma)

IColeman, l98l]. Estimates from heat flow measurements
place the age at 70-100 Ma fHutchison et al., l98l). The

Semail Ophiolite in Oman may be part of the same crust and has
been dated at 86-95 Ma from biostratigraphy fTippit et al.,

19811 and at 93.5-97.9 Ma from U-Pb dating fTi l ton et al. ,
l98l], Thcse data suggest that the age of the seafloor near the
trench is between 70 and 100 Ma and probably lies close to 95
Ma.
The boundaries of the the Makran subduction zone are all

rather complex tectonic features. Major transpressional strike-
slip systems, the Ornach-Nal and Chaman fault zones, form the
eastern boundary of Makran and accommodate the motion
between the Eurasian plate and the westem part of the Indian
plate (Figure 2). Sinistral sl ip along these fault  systems and
thrusting within the ranges to the east of those fault zones are
well  documentcd and are associated u' i th sevcral destructive
earthquakes [Quittmeyer and Jacob, 1979]. To rhe south rhe
Murray Ridge (Figure 2) delineates part of the Arabian-Indian

plate boundary fGordon and DeMets, 1989]. The ridge extends
from the norlhern tip of the Owen fracture zone to the eastem
corner of Makran. It consists of a volcanic ridge of seamounts
currently experiencing uplift [White, 1983]. The topography
of the ridge separates two distinct basins: the Gulf of Oman to
the northwest and the Arabian Sea to the southeast (Figure l).
The Murray Ridge has been the locus of small earthquakes with
right-lateral strike-slip and normal faulting motion lBanghar
and Sykes, 1969; Quittmeyer and Kafka, 19841. The Minab
fault system (Figure 2) joins the western edge of Makran with
the northwesterly trending compressional zone of the Zagros
fold-and-thrust belt lWhite and Ross, 19791. The eastern edge
of the Straits of Hormuz marks the boundary between
continental crust of the Arabian shield and oceanic crust of the
Gulf of Oman fWhite and Ross, 1979]. The underthrusting of
these different types of crust beneath the Eurasian margin may
account for some of the marked difference in tectonic styles
between the Zagros and Makran le.g., Farhoudi and Karig,
1977; Kadinsky-Cade and Barazangi,19821. The contrast
between the accretion of a thick pile of trench sediments in the
Makran and overthrusting on two distinct, thick evaporite
Iayers in the Zagros lFarhoudi, 19781 must also contribute to
the very different styles of faulting near the southern shores of
these two areas.

Young, low-velocity sediments 6-7 krn thick blanket the Gulf
of Oman in front of the Makran deformation front fWhite,
1982; Fowler et al., 19851. Erosion of the western Himalayan
Mountains, ongoing since middle Eocene, contributes much of
the largely fine-grained sediment to the Indus Fan [Millinnn et
al., 19841 and to the post-Eocene sediment accreted along the
Makran margin fHarms et al., 19841. The Murray Ridge
currently blocks the ransport of Indus sediment to the Gulf of
OmanfStewart et al., 19651; however, that sediment ponding is
a recent effect caused by uplift of the ridge [White, 1983;
Coll ier andWhite, L990). Other signif icant sources of
sediment within the Gulf of Oman are erosion from Makran
itself associated with coastal uplift lMcCall and Kidd, 19821
and dust-bearing winds from Arabia fStewart er a/., 19651. Thus
the bulk of the sediment within the Gulf of Oman and that
accreted at Makran is largely fined-grained, terigenous sand
and clay.

The uppermost 2.5 km of the sediments on the Arabian plate
are currently being accreted to the upper plate at the
deformation front [White, 1979, 1982] while the rest of the
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sediment is carried beneath the deformation front without
significant deformation (Figures 4 and 5) lMinshull and White,
1989]. Young sediments accreted to the upper plate experience
rapid initial consolidation and dewatering in the frontal fold

lhtinshull and White, 19891. Farther arcward liule additional
deformation or dewatering appears !o occur for approximately
70 km [White, L982; Fowler et al., 7985). Fowler et al. 11,9851
find vcry low seismic velocities within the outermost 70 km of
the uppcr plate, nearly all less than 4.0 km/s. These low
velocities provide further evidence for relatively iow states of
consolidation within these accreted sediments. The constant
and nearly flat slope of the accretionary wedge in this region
indicates that the downgoing plate slips along weak horizons
within the sediments and encounters very l i t t le resistance

lWhite,1982; Davis et al., 19831. The extremely small taper
of the frontal 70 km of the accretionary wedge suggests that
pore fluid pressures along the d6collement must approach
li thostat ic fDavis et al. ,  1983] or possibly even exceed i t

[Platt, 1990].
Folding and rapid uplift commencing 70 km from the

deformation front (Figure 5) result in an abrupt increase in the
slope of the accretionary wedge lWhite, L982). Such an
increase may be caused by increased shear strength along the
dicollement and/or lower shear strcngth within the upper plate.

Alternativeiy, i t  may simpiy be a surf icial manifestat ion of
Iarge-scale ramping at depth caused by the basal detachment
stepping downsection (causing underplating of sediments to
the upper plate). Much of the sediment subducted past the
deformation front is thought to be underplaled lPlatt et al.,
1985; White and Louden, 19831. Platt et al. 11.9851 note a
transit ion in nearshore geology from Oligocene to mid-
Miocene abyssal plain turbidites to Miocene-Pliocene shelf
sediments that occurs over less than 2 km of stratigraphic
thickness. That change implies far more uplift or thickening
than can be accounted for by observed strat igraphic or

structural features, leading Platt et ai. [1985] to suggest that the

thickening is caused by large-scale underplating of sediment in
which the d6col lement steps down 1o lower strat igraphic
levels. White [1982] suspects that thrust faults associated with
this thickening extend down to oceanic basement. Because the

d6collement typically forms along the stratigraphic layer with
least shear strength fe.g., von Huene, 1984], the change of the
d6collement to deeper stratigraphic levels, as well as the
venting of fluids from numerous large mud volcanoes and mud
ridges fSnead, 1964), providcs evidence that the upper plate
exper iences  a  s ign i f i can t  inc rcase in  dewater ing  and
strengthening beginning approximately 70 km from the
dcformation front. The idea that there is a transition in the

nature of resistance to plate motion is also supported by the
onset of plate boundary seismicity just arcward of the change in
stope (Figure 5). The plate boundary in this transit ional
region is si tuated in or near oceanic crust at a depth of
approximately 17 km.

North of the coastl ine up to at least the Makran Coastal
Ranges (Figure 4) the overriding plate is composed of
additional accreted flysch and ophiolites. These rocks become
increasingly older, deformed, and l i thi f ied in a northward
direction. Farthcr north broad depressions occur in which the
geology is obscured by fields of sand dunes lilunting Survey
Corporation, 19601. The accreted rocks abut the Lut and
Helmand blocks within or north of these depressions [e.g.,
McCall and Kidd, 1982). Although accrctcd rocks make up
more than 300 km of the overriding plate at Makran, only the

southernmost  70  km appears  to  re ta in  a  re la t i ve ly
unconsolidated state characterist ic of modern, young

accretionary wedges at other convergent margins.
The distance belween rhe volcanic arc and the deformation

front is approximately 400 km in westem Makran and grows to
nearly 600 km (Figure 4) in eastern Makran [Jacob and

Quittmeyer, 19791. The depth of the plate boundary north of
the coastline is not well defined because the level of seismicity

there is quite low. We infer is approximate position (Figure 4)
from the locations of intermediate-depth earthquakes and from
the locus of the volcanic arc (known to occur where the
downgoing plate reaches depths of approximately 100 km

Isacks and Barazangi,1977)). The plate interface across both

eastern and weslern Makran maintains a shal low dip for
hundrcds of ki lometers thereby producing an exceptional ly

broad downdip widrh of the shallow plate interface.

Earthquakes of the Makran Subduction'Zone

Thc level of seismicity in Makran is quite low. Those
earthquakcs that do occur are general ly small ,  with few
teleseismic events larger than magnitude 5, and large or great
earthquakes are uncommon. A number of focal mechanisms
have been determined for events with magnitudes around 6

[e.g., Jacob and Quittmeyer, I979; Jackson and McKenzie,
1984; Quittmeyer and Kafta, 1984; Laane and Chen, 19891.
Most of lhese events occur as bending-reiated earthquakes at
intcrmediate depths within *re downgoing plate (Tables 1 and
2). Events that may lie on the piate interface occur near the
coast at shallow depths exclusively in central and eastern
Makran. Nearly all of these events have magnitudes less than
m6 4.5. Few of their focal solut ions have previously been
determined fQuittmeyer and Kafka, 1984; Jackson and
McKenzie, 79841.

We examined all known Makran earthquakes along the coastal
band of seismicity that are potentially associated with motion
along the plate boundary. We determined focal parameters for
events that were sufficiently large so as to produce useful
teleseismic bodywaves (approximately m6 4.8) and estimated
depths from the arr ival t imes of phascs ref lected from the
Earth's surface (Table 1). We employed the body waveform
inversion technique of Ndbdlek [1984] for larger events
(generally greater than m6 5.2) and used first notions of P
waves recorded by the World-Wide Standard Seismic Network
(WWSSN) for smaller event.s.

In this study we discuss snrall earthquakes and rcport body
wave magnitudes, rz6 (computed from amplitudes of short-
period P vnves). Wc also consider larger earthquakes for which
the body wave magnitude saturates. For large and great events
we use the surface wave magnitude, M5 (based on 20-s Rayleigh
wave amplitudes), and the moment magnitude, ,[/re (based on
the scalar seismic moment, Mo), respectively. We also give
thc seismic moments we estimate from our waveform analyses
(Table 1). Scalar seismic moment is defined as the product of
rupture area, average rigidity, and average slip; it may also be
derived from the spectral amplitude at 0 Hz or from body or
surface wave analyses t.hat are used to estinlate source
pariuneters.

We describe below the seismicity of Makran and focal
solutions for a number of events. Focal solutions determined
in this study as well as several solutions from previous srudies
are shown in relation to seismicity and topography in Figure 3;
their focal parameters are summarized in Tables I and 2. We
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TABLE 1. Source Parameters of Makran Earthquakes Determined in This Srudv
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Origin Time, latirude
UT "N

Lorgitude Depth Mw mb
oE km

Strike,a
deg

Dip,o Rake,a
deg dee

Mornent,
101?Nm

Solutions From Body Waveform Inversions

Nov.27,  1945
Aug.5 ,  1947
Jan. LQ,1979
Jan. 10, 1979
Aug. 8,1972

Sept. 1, 1962
Aug. 3, 1968
Feb. 13, 1969
Aug. 6, 1972
Aug. 8, 1972
Aug. 18, 1972
Sept. 2, 1913
Iuly 29, 1975
Feb. 10, 1978
April 28. 1980

2156:55.2
1424:13.7
012604.4
1505:43 .5
1 9 0 9 : 3 1 . 5

1 5 0 0 : 5 8 . 0
l40l:40.7
l l l l :25 .3
0 1 1 2 : 5 0 . 5
1 9 0 9 : 3 1 . 5
1003:05 .2
O723:16.6
1325:21.0
205O:47.6
07O4:4O.6

2 5 . r 5
25.04
26.55
26.48
25.14

25.60
2 5 . 1 9
24.99
25.04
2 5 . t 4
24.83
24 .88
25.22
25.33
27.54

63.48
63.49
60.95
6 1 . 0 2
61 ) ' )

27 7 .9
20 6 .8
3  5 . 8
2  5 . 9
1 8  5 . 0

l 8
26
l 8
20
1 8
20
l 8
l 8
1 8
60

65.22
62.87
6 7  1 <

6t.22
61.22
63.14
63.2r
63.09
62.40
64.50

5 .3
A A

5.  I
5 . 4
5 .4
4 .6
5 . 2
5 . 0
5 . 1
5 . 3

246
236
256
230
334

251
290
279
321
334
277
281
278
214
357

7
7

6 l
9 1

l 5

89 lo2oo.oo'
68 226.00
1 3  5 . 9 8
- 4  8 . 8 0

1 4 8  0 . 3 9

Solutions From First Motions of P Waves

t0  80
49 -50
9 8 4

t7 t34
1 5  1 4 8
9 8 4

23 70
n 8 8
1 6  1 9
20 -172

Laritude and longirude from ISS except for the 1945 and L94'7 events for which we use locations of Quittmeyer and Jacob [979]t depths
ale those determined in this paper, m6 from ISS.
a Source parameters given following convention of Aki and Richards t1980, p. 1061. We specify the nodal plane that we infer to be the
fault plane based on its preferred orientation relative to local tectonics.
b Ou. -untle Rayleigh wave analysis yields a more reliable moment of 1.8x1021 N m.

TABLE 2. Source Parameters ofMakran Eanhquakes From Previous Studies

Time, UT "N "E km d"* d", de,

May 29, 1963

Aug. 12, 1963
Aug. 2, 1968

Nov. 7, 1969

Aug. 6,1972

Ang. 8,1972

Nov.  17 ,1972

Sept. 2, 1973
Jan. 10, 1979
Jan. 10, 1979
April 28, 1980
Apri l  18, 1983

Dec. 10, 1977
May 6, 1978
Dec. 10, 1978
Feb. 7, 1983

0835:01  .0  27  .00 l8 -90 C g1c
82 r87 C(D
30 0 Q (S).
16 -60 JM (F)
22 -116 Je G)"
29 32 N(D
30 -16 rM (F)
26 -161 Je €)"
37  180 N(F)
22 114 C(F)
41 49 Q (S)
20 90 rM (F)
5 90 c(D

18 34 Q(S)
z0 90 rM(F)
15 -90 c (F)
32 20 C(D
80 20 IM 1p)c
30 90 Q(S)
40 90 JM (F)
34 90 IM (F)
6 -90 JM (F)

32 -67 L 1g)c

1829:39.7
1330:23.3

1834:04.3

25.32
27.54

27.80

59.40

63.14
60.92

60.02

5.2

5 . 4
) .  /
) .  /
5 . 7
6 . 1
6 . 1
6 . 1
5 . 5
5 . 4
f . f

5 .5
5 .4
) . )
5 .4

5 .4
5 .3
5.9
5.9
5.4
6.5

46
195
1 9 0
1 1 8

) I

1 8 3
l 8
25

360
292
231
10)

280
223
292
102
163
159
270
300
300

90
83

52

5
62
65
a
35'14

35
5 5

30
J J

30
4 l
4 l
65

65
30
J J

J J

34
65

0112:50 .5  25 .04  61 .22

1 9 0 9 : 3 1 . 5

0 9 0 9 : 0 1 . 7

25 . t4  61  .22

27.40 5 9 . 1 4

0723:16.6 24.88 63.21
0126:O4.4 26.55 60.95
1505:43 .5  26 .48  61 .02
0704 40.6 27.54 64.50
1058:51 .2  27  . '79  62 .05

Representative Solutions From Fault Zones Bounding Makran

0546:22.5 2'1 .50
I  I  16 :06 .0  29  .80
0 1 3 0 : 1 6 . 3  2 8 . 5 9
1506:26.6 26.28

5.1  248
5 . 4  1 l
4 .8  179
J . f  )

5 . 2  1 9 1

56.7 4
66.20
66.06
5 7 . 2 r
66.45

15
J J

J J

J J

l 3

9 78 G4T
89 -11 CIvtT
86 -t2 frtT
42 172 qvIT
76 0 O\47Ocl 2, 1984 0319 40.7 26.96

a Source parameters as in Table 1.
'References: C, Chandra tl9S4l; CMT, centroid moment tensor, e.g., Dziewonski et al.ll983l;!M, Jacl<son and McKenzie

[198a]; JQ, Jacob and. Quirtmeyer [1979]; L, Laane and Chen ll989l; N, Nowroosi U9721; and Q, Quittmeyer and Kafka ll984l.
Data type: F, first motion ofP wavesi S, surface wave analysis; B, body waveform inversion.

c Solution shown in Figures 3, 4, and 5.
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focus in particular on the great earthquake of 1945 because its
momen! constitutes approximately 95Vo of the seismic moment
release along Makran during this century and because its source
parameters have remained unknown prior to this study.

Seismicity of Makran

The southern plate boundary of Eurasia (Figures I and 2) is
marked by a high level of seismicity along the broad Zagros
fold-and-thrust belt to the west of Makran and along the north
str iking transpressional zone in Pakistan to the east of
Makran. In contrast, a lowcr level of scismicity occurs along
the Makran portion of the Eurasian plate boundary. Not only is
the level of seismiciry in Makran low for this plate boundary,
it is low in comparison to most other active subduction zones.
The impingement of the Arabian (or Musandam) Peninsula of
Oman on the Iranian shelf dominates the tectonics of the
eastern Zagros fKadinsky-Cade and Barazangi, l982]. The
Arabian Peninsula extends beneath the Straits of Hormuz as a
large basement ridge [White and Ross, 1,9191 arrd underrhrusrs
the continentbl crust of Iran. Nearly all of the seismicity
associated with this collision occurs at depths less than 20 km
(Jackson and McKenzie, 19841. The transirion from rhat
collision to the subduction of oceanic crust in western Makran
is marked by a sharp contrast in seismicity near 57.5oE (Figure
1). Another change in seismicity is associated with the eastern
boundary of Makran.

Within the Makran zone itself the level of seismicity varies
appreciably. In western Makran a broad aseismic region
extends arcward from the deformation front for nearly 200 km
(Figures l ,  3, and 4). A high-gain array of ocean bortom
seismometers placed offshore of western Makran detected no
microearthquakes in that region lNiazi et al., 19801. Filure 1
shows seismic events extending eastward from the Zagros to
central Makran before turning south to join the coastal

seismicity of eastern Makran. Most of the inland evenls ::.
western Makran occur at intermediate depths within r.e
downgoing plate and hence are not continubus with the shallcr
earthquakes of the Zagros. Reflection and refraction dala shc.
that the Arabian plate is currently underthrusting t:.r
accretionary wedge of western Makran along an actir :
deformation front near the 3000-m contour [White, 195..
White and Louden, 1982). Thus rhe main plate boundal
between Arabia and Eurasia appears to follow the Minab fa';.:
system as far south as the deformation front of westemmc;:
Makran and then to extend easterly along the deformation frc:.:
into eastern Makran (Figure 2).

Across the NNW trending mountains that follow the Sisi.:--
suture zone (Figure 2 and 3) the seismicity pattern chang:r
completely, These mountains include the largest Quaterna-
volcanic edifice, the Taftan, with the highest elevations : :
Makran (4100 m). The range extends NNW nearly 1100 b-
Weak seismicity is found along most of this mountain ran3:
A cluster of events at 26.5oN in 1979 produced seve:-
moderate-sized earthquakes. These events lie within the up3:
plate and show right- lateral motion between the Lut a:-
Helmand blocks. The interiors of these blocks experier.. :
l i t t le seismicity. The seismic acrivi ty suggests that the Sis::-
suture continues to be an active tcctonic zone and proba:..
plays a role in the segmentation between eastern and wesic:-
Makran. Nevertheless, while some plate motion ma)' :_.
accommodated along the Sistan suture and to the north - :
western Makran, we conclude that significant plate motior. -i
associated with subduction at the deformation front of \'t',estc-

Makran as it is in eastem Makran.
In eastern Makran, seismicity forms a relatively narrow, er.l

west band near the coast. Most of these earthquakes are of sn:,
magnitude. The epicenters of all well-documented large (,{/,. >

7.0) or great earthquakes of Makran also fall within this ba:-
of seismicity (Figure 6). These coastal earthquakes delimit '--:

:
:
a
s

5

I

Fig. 6. Historical great earthquakes of Makran. Maximum estii.nated rupture areas are shown for historic sequences; thin
solid line shows our estimate of the approximate rupture area of the 1945 eaithquake (see text fu discussion). The epicenter
of 1945 mainshock is shown as large solid circle; aftershocks shown by open circles. The intcnsity 5 isoseismal of 1945
event from Pendse |9481 is shown as long dashed line. Solid triangles mark major volcanic centers. Regions elevated more
than 1500 m are enclosed by dotted pattem.

23 'N
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most seaward seismic slip along the plate boundary, thereby
defining the seismic front for Makran (Figure 5), i.e., rhe
seaward limit of seismicity along the plate boundary. The
seismic front indicates thar point at which motion along the
plate boundary changes from largely seismic slip within well-
consolidated rock to aseismic slip within unconsolidated
sediments near the deformation front fByrne et al., L988]. The
aseismic zone in eastern Makran extends seaward from the
seismic front approximately 70-80 km out to the deformation
front,

Across norlhern Makran a number of intermediate-depth
earthquakes form an ENE trend about 400-500 km from the
deformation front. These events make up much of the
seismicity seen in the west, and although fewer in number, they
continue across eastern Makran. These few events occur within
the downgoing plate and include a number of larger earthquakes
that have normal faulting focal mechanisms [e.g., Jackson and
McKenzie,1984; Laane and Chen,1989l. These events have
predominantly downdip I axes, indicating that the subducted
slab is in tension.

H i st or ic al Recor d of Lar g e Ear thq uake s

The desert coast of Makran has remained a remote region from
the early Islamic period (500 A.D.) through the seventeenth
and eighteenth centuries, leading to an historic record of
earthquakes that is short relative to the long span of adjacent
civilizations to the east and west fAmbraseys and Melville,
1982]. The first submarine cable along the Makran margin was
laid in 1864, and the coastal towns were connected to the
telegraph network during the first world war. Even today the
comrnunities along the coast remain small, and a still smaller
population is found inland. We have some reports of great
earthquakes dating back over 500 years. However, the record is
certainly not complete over that length of time. The historic
record appears to be complete for large (Ms>7.0) earthquakes
since the mid-nineteenth century and probably for much longer
for great (Ms > 7.7) events, particularly near the eastern and
western boundaries of Makran lAmbraseys and Melville,
1 9 8 2 1 .

The historic record places seven large earthquakes in Makran.
Six of these shocks may have ruptured the plate boundary in
four different segments (Figure 6). The other large event
occurred in 1914 in northern Makran [Gutenberg and Richter,
19541. Gutenburg and Richter reported that this event occured
at a depth of 60-100 km indicating thar ir was wirhin the
downgoing plate. Its location in northem Makran where other
intermediate-depth events occur adds credence to their depth
estimate.

An earthquake in 1483 affected the Strait of Hormuz and
northeast Oman and may therefore have occuned somewhere in
western Makran, but a more specific location is not possible.
It might have occurred in the eastern Zagros. This is the only
known earthquake that may potentially have struck western
Makran. Another event in 1765 was felt strongly at Ra's
Kuchari in easternmost Makran. Two coastal events occuned in
1851 and 1864 affecting the town of Gwadar [Quiumeyer and
Jacob, 7979; Oldham, 1882), again in eastern Makran. In
1945 a great earthquake struck the coast of eastern Makran near
Pasni, followed by a large aftershock in 1947 immediately to
the south. The maximum area along the plate boundary
(projected to the surface) that may have ruprured during each of
these historic sequences are shown in Figure 6. The rupture
zones of the 1851 and 1765 shocks could well  have been

smaller than that shown, as these areas are not well
constrained. In Figure 6 we have considered the 1864 event to
have occurred within the 1851 rupture area because they affected
the same towns. We centered the rupture areas on the region
affected by each event and outlined abutting ruptures areas with
sizes appropriate for events of approximately magnitude 8.
The rupture area of the 1945 event is better constrained, as
discussed below. The source mechanism of the 1945 event is
the subject of a detailed study described in the next section.
Two important observations drawn from the historic record are
that large and great earthquakes occur at Makran, and that the
distribution of historic events is highly asymmetric with most
(and perhaps all) of the activity being confined to eastern
Makran. Whether any of the plate boundary in western Makran
has ruptured in a large or great earthquake during the last 600
years is questionable. Whether most ot all of the plate
boundary in eastem Makran broke in the tfuee shocks shown in
Figure 6 is also questionable.

THE GREAT EARTHQUAKE oF 1945

The initiation of rupture in the great earthquake of November
27, 1945, 2156:55.2 UT (universal time), occurred at 25.15oN
63.48oE [Quittrneyer and Jacob, 1979], placing the epicenter
just offshore from the town of Pasni (Figures 5 and 6). The
depth of the event has not been analyzed before this study. The
accuracy of the hypocentral location appears to be poor,
especially by present-day standards; we do not consider it to be
a tight constraint on the location of rupture along the plate
boundary. In Figure 5 we show the hypocenter (large circle
beneath the plate boundary) determined by Quittmeyer and
Jacob [1979) as well as our interpretation of the region that
actually slippcd during this event (striped section of the plate
boundary). The estimated rupture area is based on our body
wave analysis and dislocation modeling rather than the
hypocentral location. A number of authors have assumed a
thrust faulting focal mechanism for the 1945 event because of
its location at a subduction zone and its large magnitude [e.g.,
Jacob and Quittmeyer, 1979; Page et al.,1979). Laane and
Chen 179891 recently concluded, however, that the first
motions of P waves are inconsistent with thrust faulting,
leading them to propose a normal faulting focal solution
instead. Our initial study of this event based largely on first
motions of P waves, S wave polarizations, and surface wave
amplitude ratios led us to the same conclusion lByrne et al.,
19891. Analysis of body waveforms for the 1945 event and its
large aftershock of 1947 and dislocation modeling of coastal
uplift, however, shows that these events are unquestionably
thrust earthquakes, presumably occurring along the plate
boundary. Body waveform inversions of P and S11 waves
provide the most definitive results. In this section we describe
those data as well as all additional data including first motion
of P waves, surface waves, and dislocation modeling of the
coastal uplift.

Tsunami, Mud Volcano Activity, and Intensities
of 1945 Earthquake

The 1945 event caused widespread damage along the very
sparsely populated coast and generated a large tsunami.
Tsunami heights are estimated at 5-10 m along the coast
adjacent to the epicenter at Pasni and Ormara fPendse, 1948;
Arnbraseys and Melville, 19821. The initial wave shortly after
the event did not come far inland: the destructive tsunami that
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swept over the town of Pasni reportedly occurred 90-120 min
after the earthquake lAmbraseys and Melville, 19821 (3 hours
according to Pendse [1948]). The long delay of rhe rsunami
following the main shock appears well documented in these
references but remains unexplained. The tsunami was 1.5 m
high at Karachi (360 km distant), 2 m near Bombay (1100 km
away), 0.5 m in the Seychelles (3400 km away), and caused
noticeable effects at Karwar (1500 kn distant) and at Muscat

fPendse, 1948; Ambraseys and Melvi l le, 19821. The
transoceanic cable between India and England broke in eight
places, indicating widespread slumping offshore. Part of the
town of Pasni moved with one submarine slide shifting the
coast 100 m landward. The event caused intense mud volcano
activity resulting in the creation of four new mud volcano
islands (Figure 2) 8-30 m in height in warer 7-13 m deep
fSondhi, 1947], extensive venting of mud and gas along the
coast, and the reactivation of the mud volcanoes near Hinglaj
(approximately 35 km WNW of Ra's Kuchari, Figure 6) where a
large volume of natural gas escaped and ignited. At Ormara a
sudden elevation of the water table caused flooding l,Ambraseys
and Melville, 1982). Coastal uplift associated with this
earthquake was best displayed at ihe Ormara tombolo that
permanently raised 2 m fAmbraseys and Melville, 1982; Page
et al.,19191. Unfortunately, no uplift data are available away
from the shoreline in either the landward or seaward direction.

The isoseismals of the 1945 event as determined by Pendse
[1948] are very asymmetric with much greater intensit ies
extending toward the northeast (Figure 6). That direction is
parallel to the dominant structural trend in eastern Makran
(Figure 2), the Indus River valley, as well as rhe largesr
concentrat ion of populat ion. The asymmetry of the
isoseismals is probably related to these factors and not to rhe
rupture par:rmeters per se. In Gwadar the event caused only
slight damage and was not felr strongly west of Jiwani, only 95
km west of Pasni f,Ambraseys and Melville, 19821. Yet toward
the east and northeast of Pasni greater intensities and damage
were noted. These observations suggest that most of the
rupture area l ies east of Pasni. The distr ibution of the
associated mud volcano activiry and the large uplift ar Ormara
support that interpretat ion. The number of aftershocks
associated with this event appears to be quite low according to
the International Seismological Summary (ISS). Only f ive
events over the next five years were of sufficient size to be
reliably located (Figure 6). One of these earthquakes is the
large event of 1947 that was located immediately to the south
of the mainshock. The remaining four events were not recorded
by enough stations to be jointly relocated fQuittmeyer and
Jacob, 19791. The limited aftershock data also suggesr that rhe
rupture extended dominantly to the east (Figure 6).

Determination of Source Parameters for 1945
and 1947 Earthquakcs

We used body waveform modeling, first motion of P waves, S
wave polarizations and surface waves to determine the focal
mechanism, depth, and moment of the 1945 earthquake and its
aftershock of 1947. We obtained 34 seismograms from 19
stations for the 1945 event and 20 seismograms from 12
stations for the 1947 aftershock. Ir should be remembered,
however, that the 1945 event occurred shortly after the end of
World War II when many seismograph stations were not
operating. Thus the available seismic data are relatively poor
compared with more modern data. Nevertheless, a sufficient

number of these records were useful for one or more aspects of
our study, and the data allow us to constrain the source
parameters.

Waveform inversion of P and SH waves. We employed the
technique of NdbEIek [1984] to simultaneously invert long-
period P and SH waveforms for source mechanism, centroiC
depth, scalar seismic moment, and the far-field source time
function. The inversion technique uses a point source
parameterization given by equal t ime segments each with
arbitrary moment; for larger events we use a line source th3l
assumes fault segments of equal length (each with arbitrarl
moment) that rupnrre at a prescribed velocity [NdbElek, 198a.
1985]. The latter parameterization allows the effects of source
finiteness (extended rupture area) and rupture propagation to be
included in the synthetics. The inversion procedure then
minimizes the difference between the observed and synthetic
seismograms in a least squares sense to determine sourc. '
parameters. We assumed a double-couple mechanism
throughout our analysis, Results of the inversions arc
summarized in Table ].

In the inversions discussed in this paper we restr ict the
distance range for P waves to lie between 30o and 90' and for S//
to 30o to 80o, thereby minimizing the effects of upper mantle
discontinuities associated with shorter distances and of the core
at larger distances. Few historic seismograms proved useful for
the inversion procedure; most of the records within this
distance range were either off-scale or too small or had other
shortcomings. For the 1945 event vertical component P waves
were well recorded by the Galitzin seismograph at DeBilt and
by the 1-60 s Benioff galvonomeler system at Weston.
Weston lies just beyond our distance limit (101'), but given rhe
limited data available, we include it in the inversion. Some P
wave energy loss occurs as diffraction around the core in
reaching Weston so that the seismic moment derived from this
record will be underestimated. We determine the moment
independently and more reliably, however, using Rayleigh
waves as described below. The horizontal Galitzins at DeBilt
provide the only useful source of shear wave data. The S wave
was well recorded at Uppsala as weli, but the single inverted
pendulum of the Wiechert seismometer exhibited coupling
between the horizontal records making the rotation required to
produce an S11 wave dubious fKanamort, 19881. More
seismograms remained on-scale for the 1947 event. This
smaller-magnitude (M s 7 .3) event generated simpler
waveforms. We obtained four useful P wave seismograms
(Sverdlovsk, DeBilt, Copenhagen, and Weston) and four Sl1
waveforms (Sverdlovsk, Kew, DeBilt, and Copenhagen). We
hand-digitizcd the available records, removed the effects of
pen-arm curvature when necessary, and interpolated the
seismograms to 1 sample per second. The instrument
constants we used in calculating synthetics for these stations
are listed in Table 3. The crustal velocity model employed for
the source region (Table 4) is based on marine refraction studies
near the Makran coast lNiazi et al., 1980; White and Louden,
1982]. It includes a large thickness of low velocify sediments
capped by a thin water layer.

We began our inversion procedure with the 1947 earthquake
because i ts waveforms are simpler than those of the
mainshock. Figure 7 shows the observed and synthetic
seismograms from this inversion. A simple, triangular source
time function of 14 s duration adequately matched the
waveforms. Significantly better fits were not provided by more
complex source parameterizations. Our preferred solution
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TABLE 3. Instrumental Constants

Station Comp Instrument Narural Period. s po I At p Alklnl
Ts Tg rtrn

Kew N Galitzin

De Bilt

l-aPaz
Sverdlovsk

Wellington

N Galitzin-Wilip
E Galitzin-Wilip
Z Ga[tzin
N Galitzin
E Galitzin

E Galitzin
Z Galrtzin
Z Galitzin
N Galitzin
E Galitzin
Z Galitzin-Wilip

12.3 12.6
12.3 12.6
12.0 12.0
2 5 . O  2 5 . 0
2 5 . 0  2 5 . 0

8 .2  24 .5
8 . 0  2 4 . 0

1 0 . 0  1 1 . 8
12.7  t2 .8
2 5 . 2  2 4 . 8
25.0  25 .0

5 . 0  1 0 . 6

0 . 1 4  1 2 5
0 . 1 4  1 2 5
0.00  406
0.00 t23
0.00 123
0.00
0.00
-0 .09  148
0.03  399
0.06  124
-0.09 124
-0 .03  t4

1000
1000
1 3 8 0
1 3  8 0
13 80

1255
1459
1323
1336
r12

1 0 0
1 0 7
175

1 l
1 1

128
476

53
47

1 5 5

254.6
272.5
1 8 9 . 3
39.3
J Y . J

l q , 5

8 ! . 5
a n <  <

5 5 4 . 0
1 8 0 . 0
161 .Z
394.1

vp,
km/s

Station Comp Instrument Natural Period. s Damoins Magnil-

- , , Ts Ig Ds & ication
P a s a d e n a  Z  B e n i o f f  1 . 0  9 0 . 0  0 . 0 0 . 0 1 5 0 0
Weston Z Beniof f  1.0 60.0 0.7 0.0 3000

a Parameters obtained from individual stations with the seismograms or from McComb and West [1931] and Charlier and van Grls [1953].
See Sohon |9321 for details about Galitzin instrumental Daramerers.

sho$'s one nodal plane striking 236o and dipping 7o to the
north and a centroid depth of 20 km. The solution is consistent
with the depth and dip of the plate interface esrimared from
refraction data lWhite and Louden, 19821, indicating that the
1947 event involved thrust motion along the shal low dipping
plate boundary.

Our inversion for the source paramcters of the great 1945
eilthquake commenced with the solution from the 1947 event.
A point source with a thrust mechanisrn similar to that of the
1947 event was used to generate waveforms similar to the
init ial  part of the 1945 waveforms. For the mainshock,
however, both the P and SH waves r ing on with secondary
pulses of larger amplirude (Figure 8). We interprered rhese as
representing source complexity, i.e., that the source for the
1945 event involved several subevenrs. Models using a point
source extended in t ime required a duration exceeding 60 s
making a poinr source parameterization unreal ist ic. The data
for the mainshock therefore required that the effects of source
finiteness and rupture propagation be included in the
synthe t ics .

We inverted for the location of lhe center of moment release.
the centroid, relat ive to the nucleation point. The f inal
synthetics are shown in Figure 8. The preferred solution places
the centroid 55+11 km along an azimurh of 168o+20. relat ive

TABLE 4. Crustal Structures Used in the Makran Region

Regron Thickness,
km

Densi t

Near Coast
4 .0  3 .5

t z .o  4 .5
6.0 6.7

half-space 7.9

to the nucleation point. A further reducrion in misfit of the
synthetics is gained by adding a line source parameterizarion
with a constant rupture velocity (which we constrained to be
1.5 km/s). Our solut ion suggests thar rupture propagated
south-southeastward. This direct ion is consistent with the
l imitcd aftershock distr iburion, the location of the 1947
epicenter just to the sourh of rhat of the 1945 evenr. and
evidence that damage along the coast. was predoninantly east
of the epicenter (Figure 6). The cenrroid deprh we determined
for the event is 2'7+3 km. The source dcpth is dependent upon
the velocity model; the model we employed (Table 4) was
extrapolated from refraction data farrher offshore fWhite and
Louden, 1982). The solut ion places the centcr of momen!
release sl ightly beneath the plare boundarl ' ,  suggesting rhat
our modcl velocities are somewhat fast. The preferred source
time function consists of three pulses growing in ampli tucle
with a total duration of 56 s (Figure 8).

Such detai ls of the rupture process gcneral ly cannot be
uniqucly determined from long-period data, even when high
quality records are used with good azimuthal distribution [e.g.,
Boyd and N6bEIek, 1988). Similarly, the derails of the 1945
rupture process are neither unique nor well constrained with
only two P and one .Sll waveform. This solution, however,
providss the greatest reduction in the misfit between available
data and synthetics over point source and other simpler models.
In addition, the solution is consistent. with the locations of
aftershocks, with mud volcano activity, and with damage along
the coast. We are confident about several important source
parameters: the 1945 event involved thrust fault ing, the
shallow depth indicates that rupture occurred along the plate
boundary, the source included some complexity with a low
amplitude onset, and rupture duration was at least 56 s,
implying a rupture area with a diameter of about 80-150 krn
depending on thc rupture velocity. We have assumed that the
Iong dimension of tire rupture was along strike (Figure 6) and
that the downdip length of mpture was approximately 100 km.
These latter details are not well constrained, however, and it is
quite possible that the rupture area \4,as more square-shaped or
even extended a greater distance in the downdip direction. Our
inferred downdip l imit of rupture is, in fact, rarher shal low
compared to many subduction zones, so it is pos,sible that the
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1945 event initiated at a greater depth farther arcward and
ruptured southward along a wider region in the downdip
direction than we show in Figure 5. The updip limit of rupture
is better conslrained by dislocation models of coastai uplift as
described later. We find that rupture probably did not extend
more than 30 km seaward of the coast.

First motion focal solution. Ten stations showed P waves
useful for determining first motions for the 1945 event. An
additional nine PP wave first motions and one PKIKP wave were
used allowing us to cover more of the focal sphere. T\e PP
phase must be inverted at a range of distances to determine the
equivalent P wave polari ty le.g.,  Aki and Richards, 19801.
First arr ivals were estimated using the origin t ime of

Quittmeyer and Jacob U979), the Herrin [1968] travel time
table, and a focal depth from our body wave inversion.
Nonetheless, a number of the seismograms do not have
sufficiently accurate timing to enable the onset to be precisely
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F ig .7 .  Obse rved (soL id )andsyn the t i c (dashed ) l ong -pe r i odse i smog rams fo r t heAugus t5 , l 94T ,a f t e r shocko f t heg rea t
N{akran earthquake, Focal solution determined frorn body wave inversion is shown on lower hemisphere, equal-area
projections for P waves (top) and 5H waves @ottom). Solid circles indicate compressional first motions. P wave amplitude
and time scales are shown for Galitzin seismograms (G) and for broadband instrument at WES (BB); SH wave amplitude and

time scales indicated at bottom. Far-field source tirne function drawn at center, All seismograms normaLized to an epicentral

distance of 40o and an instrument magnification of 1500.
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picked. Our first motions were combined with seven additional
first motions reported in the ISS catalog to produce a first

motion focal mechanism for the 1945 event (Figure 9). Table 5
summarizes the data used in this mechanism. The first morion
data for the 1947 event do not allow a unique determination of a

focal mechanism because most of the avaiiable polarities are

from Europe and thus do not provide a good azimuthal

distribution. The available first motions are consistent with

those from 1945, European ,S wave polarizations from 1947

also show agreement with the 1945 solution.
The best fitting mechanism for the initiation of rupture in the

1945 shock based on f irst motion data indicates normal
faulting fLaane and Chen,1989; Byrne et al., 19891 as shown

by the dashed nodal lines in Figure 9. The steeply dipping

nodal plane lies between the largely compressional arrivals

across Europe and the USSR and the largely dilatational first

motions observed near the centcr of the focal sphere and in the
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1945 November 27, M*8.1

P Waves

SH Wave

Fig. 8. Observed (solid) and synthetic (dashed) long-period seismograms for the great Makran eanhquake of November 27,

1945. Afl symbols are as described in Figure 7. Note long source time function made up of three pulses wilh amplitudes

increasing as a function of time.
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southern hemisphere. Note, however, that four compressional

data points also lie within the region of dilatational arrivals
and are inconsistent with a normal faulting solution (Figure 9).

The solid nodal lines in Fieure 9 indicate the focal solution

derived from our body waveform inversion. This solution fits
the first motion data only slightly worse than the normal
solution. Furthermore, body waveform modeling strongly
favors the thrust mechanism; all of our inversions for source
parameters lead to thrust solutions even when the inversion
was started with a normal faulting mechanism. Uplift data
discussed below also suggest that the normal faulting soiution
is incorrect and that the 1945 event is best fit by the thrust
solution, To better illustrate that the normal solution does not
fit the available waveforms we have calculated synthetic P
waves for this focal mechanisrn (Figure 10) and compared them
to those calculated for the thrust solution. We again used the
inversion technique of NdbElek [1984] to calculate the
waveforms in Figure 10 but held the focal mechanisms fixed
and used only a point source extended in time for both
mechanisms. Even with this simple source the thrus! solution
fits the observed P and SI/ waveforms quite well. The normal

Fig. 9. Equal-area, lower hemisphere projeclion of body wave first
motions and S wave polarizations for the eanhquake of November 27,
1945. Circles are P wave first motions, diamonds are PP, squares are
PKIKP, dotted iine segments are S wave polarization angles, and
triangles are polarities for P waves as reported by the ISS. Solid
symbols indicate compressions; open symbols indicate dilatational
motions. Size indicares reliability. Symbols with crosses represent
quesrionable picks (see Figure I 1 and Table 5). The focal solution that
best firs the first motion dala is shown by dashed lines; preferred thrust
solution is indicated by solid nodal lines.
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synthetics, however, fail to match the initial polarity of the P
uaves and do not fit the larger amplitude pulses between 18 and
60 s.

In addition to the supporr for the rhrusr solution provided by
other data sets, important shortcomings exist in the f irst
motion data that contr ibuted to init ial  interpretat ions of
normal faulting. The small amplitude of the initial pulse of the
P rvaves (as shown by the body wave inversion) contributes to
the large number of incorrect dilatational polarilies at the more
distant stations (closer to the center of the focal sphere in
Figure 9). The small initial pulse is near the noise level on a
number of records allowing a larger secondary pulse to be
chosen for the first arrival. Three of these dilatations are from
ISS reports: Granada, Lisbon, and Ingivut. The disturbed trace
in advance of PP waves made the choice of the first motions
from these phases evcn more difficult. For example in Figure
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TABLE 5. First Motion Data for akeof2T November 1945

Starion Sation code Com- Distance. Azimuth, Phase Sense of lnfened

N
N  8 7 . 0
N
E
E  1 9 . 9
E  4 1 . 0
N  I  1 8 . 7
E
z 121.7
z 120.4
N

N  1 5 . 7
N
z  t 3 4 . 2
Z
z  4 2 . 9
E
z  5r .2
N
E
E  5 6 . 5
z 100.9
E
Z
N
L

N 46.9
E
E
z  3 1 . 7
E

iPP
12.8 eP

e?P
e?P

24.7 iP
37.8  iP
44.6 ePP

ePP
124.4 iPP
127.2 iPP

iPP
iPP

136.0  iP
iPP

2 7  1 . 0 P

316.5 iP

iP

317.7 iP
iP

321.7 iP

327.6 iP
eP
iPP

iPP

iPP

330.0 iP
; p

;PP
357.0 iP

iP

up=compa Dc

up=comp4 Dc

down=northa Dc

uP = wesla
uP = north
down = south

up? = compa,b

uP = norrha'D

down? = northa'b

down = nonha,b

uP = westa'b
down = west

uP = east

up = n61fic'b

down = urs51a,D

down=down

uP=nonh

uP=east

uP = northd

down = westd

uP = eastd
up = comp
down = west

|PKIKP up = comp

C c

D ? d

C c
g c

C

C C

c c

D c
D

D c

D ?  c , d

C

C c

C c

C c
c

C c
c
c

up = compa c

down = westa C
up = comp c
up = north c
down = west C
uP=westd C
up = comp c
down=west C

Additional Polarities From ISS
28.8 286.6
57.6  299.4
6l .6 302.0
3 9 . 8  3 1 0 . 6
5 1  . 6  3 1 5 . 9
7  8 . 0  3 3 2 . 6

a Sense of ground motion of component not marked on seismogram, inferred from analysis of phases or from station bulletins.
b Small-amplitude onset easily missed (e.g., see Figure I l).
c 
.PP wave polarity invened after leaving source.

d Motion is inconsistent with preferred soludon from waveform modeling, probably incorrect pick or incorrecr marking on
seismogram.

C
Dd
D4
C
C

Dd

i p
;p

iP
er
iP
P

11 we show lwo P P waves for which we init ial ly chose the
larger compressional arrivals that occur just to the right of the
arrows as the f irst motion ( left  sidc, Figure 11). The
interpretation of compressional PP phases would require that
they left the source and would thercfore appear on the focal
sphere as dilatations. These wavcs are in fact more consistent
with leaving the source as compressions when the correct onset
is chosen: the Hilbert transform of these PP waveforms with a
phase shif i  of r/2 produces P waves lChoy and Richards,
19751, and Figure 11 (r ight side) shows that they are quite
similar to the DcBil t  P wavc. The comparison of these
waveforms helps to establ ish the corrsct onset. even in the
presence of poor t iming (arrows, r ight sidc of Figure 11). The
two avai lable S wave polarizations do not show suong
prcfercnce for ci thcr solut ion.

Surface wavcs. We investigatcd the surface waves gencrated
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by the 1945 earlhquake, however, this aspect of our study was
largely unsuccessful because of the poor quality of available
surface wave records. Although these data did not help
constrain the focal mcchanism, we mention this aspect of our
study for completeness. Problems we encountered with these
seismograms included the large amplitude of the surface waves,
which impeded our ability to follow and digitize the traces and,
on some records, signif icant variat ion in the lengths of
minutes and drift in timing that biased the frequency content
and made rotation of surface waves impossible. In addition, for
most of the available instruments we found that the signal-to-
noise ralio fell below useful levels at periods greater than 75-
l00s thereby restricting the data to the relatively short periods
that are strongly affected by lateral velocity-heterogeneity in
Earth structure [e.g., Woodhouse and Dziewonski, L984;
Mocquet et al.,19891 and further reducing the usefulness of
these waves.

We attempted to use the amplitude ratios of love to Rayleigh
waves for the 1945 earthquake because amplitude ratios of
different surface waves from a single station may be useful in
determining source parameters from records with poorly known
instrument response le.g., Stein et al., 1988). The amplitude
ratios were compared to those calculated for thrust and normal
faulting mechanisms from synthetic waves generated using a
normal mode summation with the code developed by
Woodhouse and modified by Lemer-Lam fe.g., Lerner-Lam and
Jordan, 19831. Unfortunately, the two mechanisms produce
quite similar amplitude ratios in the azimuths where data were
available. Thus we were not able to distinguish between these
patterns with any confidence with our surface wave data.

Moment Determination From Mantle Rayleigh Waves

We determined the magnitude of the 1945 earthquake using
the mantle magnitude method of Okal and Talandier [1989].

2?
1 0

20
1 n
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They derive relations that provide magnitude and moment
estimates from the amplitude of the inversely dispersed branch
of mantle Rayleigh waves at periods greater than 50s. A
magnitude or momenl is ca]culated at each period, and the
largest value is retained. The potential problems of source
finitcness and of amplitude saturation inherent in magnitudes
determined at a single period are thereby avoided IOkal, 19891.
We obtained three useful Raylcigh waves after hand digitizing
the vertical component wave lrain and extracting the waves of
interest using a group velocity window of 3.2-3.8 km/s. We

estimated moment from the Rayleigh $'aves at Pasadena,
Well ington, and LaPaz after correcting for instrument
magnif icat ion (Table 3). The magnif icat ion of historic
instruments may be poorly known at some stations, but wc
believe that the magnif icat ions of the three instruments we
used are corect at leas! to within a factor of 2. Seismic moment
is shown as a function of frequency in Figure 72. At periods
greater than 150s (0.0067 Hz) the analysis degrades as the
instrument response and signal-to-noise ratios drop off. The
preferred moment for each record is indicated in Figurc l2 by
horizontal line scgments. We used valucs that appeared stable
over at least. a small  range of frcquencies rather lhan the
absolute maxima. Pasadena gave stablc values over the widest

range of frequencies and is regarded as our most reliable stalion.
We f ind seismic moments, M6, of 1.8x1021 N m at Pasaclena,

2 .4x102t  N m a t  Wel l ing ton ,  and 1 .2x102r  N n ' r  a r  LaPaz

cor respond ing  to  moment  magn i tudes ,  M w,  o f  8 .1+ .05 ,

8.2!.04, and 8.0+.05, respectively. The averaged values of

M6 and M1,2 are 1.8x102r N m and 8.1. Gutenberg and Richter

[1954] and Duda [1965] assigned magnitudes of 8.25 and 8.3,
respectively, to this event. Our magnitude determination is in
better agreement with the lower value of Ms 8.4 obtained from
more recent catalog revisions [Geller and Kanamori, 7977;
Abe, r98l).
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Fig. 12. Scalar seismic moment determined from vertical component Rayleigh waves ai Pasadena, DeBilt, and La Paz for the
1945 earthquake plotted as a function of frequency. Moment is derived from Rayleigh wave ampJitude using relation of Ol<al
and Talondier [989] (see text). Our estimates of moment for each srarion are indicated by horizonral line segments. At
frequencies less than about 0.006 Hz (167 s) the technique degrades as the signal level drops and noise increases causing the
moment values to go off scale. Note general agreement between t}le stations.
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Normal Fault Models
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Fig. 13. Vertical displacements at the surface caused by slip on five normal-dislocation models buried in an elastic half-
space. (Top) Displacements along a cross section perpendicular to strike of dislocation through its center. (Bottom)
Geometry of dislocations in cross section without vertical exaggeration. Models L,2, and 3 overlap in bottom diagram.
Dislance is taken perpendicular to dislocation; 0 km marks the location of the top of each dislocation. Models 1,2, and 3
involve displacements of 7, 12, and 16 m respectively, on a dislocation dipping 72'to the north, with a depth of 20 km to
the topo f t he fau l t ;mode l4hasTmo fs l i pandusesa fau l t bu r i ed lessdeep l y ;mode l5usesa fau l t d i pp ing45ow i t hTms l i p ;
note that lower dip does not increase uplift. A11 these models use downdip fault widths of 50 km and lengths (perpendicular
topage)appropr iatetoproduceaseismicmomentof  1.8x10?1 Nm. Norethatanenormoussl ipof  16misrequiredloreach
an uplift of 2 m; most of these models fail to reach that value.
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Coastal Uplift and Dislocation Modeling of Rupture
in the 1945 Earthquake

We employed a simple dislocation model to calculate vertical
displacements at the surface produced by various faulting
models and compared these with the uplift reported for the 1945
earthquake. Dislocation modeling cannot define a unique
rupture model, but it places constraints on the rupfure extent,
magnitude of coseismic slip and the source mechanism. As
noted earlier, 2 m of uplift occurred along rhe coast during the
1945 earthquake [e.9., Page et al., 1979). No additional uplift
data exist farther inland or at sea. Additional constraints for
dislocation models ate provided bv our body wave modeling
and moment determination, the generation of a tsunami of 5-10
m near the source, and the distr ibution of damage and
intensit ies along the coast. In addit ion, refract ion and
reflection data [White and Louden, 1982] and the location of
more recent earthquakes constrain the dip and depth of the
d6collement that the 1945 event ruptured.

We used a buried dislocation within an elastic half space and
calculated the displacements produced with models of variable
fault dip, depth, rupture dimensions, slip direction, and slip
magnitude. In all cases we used constant elastic properties and
a se ismic  moment  o f  1 .8x102t  N m.  We sca led  fau l t
dimensions and average slip using the relation that moment is
proport ional to their product. We calculated vert ical
displacements as a function of distance for faulting models with
normal faulting, thrust faulting along the plate boundary, and
tfuust faulting with an imbricate fault breaking the upper plate
(Figures 13, 14, and 15, respcctively). In al l  cases, 0 km
corresponds to the point directly above the shailow end of the
faul t .

Displacements are shown for f ive dif ferent normal fault
geometries (Figure 13) with orientalions similar to the steeply
dipping, dashed nodal plane of Figure 9. The calculated
displacements illustrate the difficulty of generating uplift with
normal faulting. These models used slips of 7, 10, and 16 m, as
well as varied dips and depths. The only model that produces 2
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Thrust Fault Models

- 100

m of uplift required 16 nr of slip along the fault, a value thar is
unreal ist ical ly large for an event of this sizc. A more
shallowly dipping normal fault  does not increase the upl i f t
(compare models I  and 5). Thus the dislocation model
indicates that normal fault ing could not have generated the
obscrved surface displacements.

Thc vert ical displacements produced by simple thrust
dislocations are much larger (Figure l4), further supporring a
thrust faulting mechanism for the 1945 earrhquake. The details
of thrusting are not t ightly constrained by vert ical motions at
lhe coast alone, and a variety of models are able to
accommodare the observed uplift. Our preferred single fault
model used a fault dipping 5oN wirh *re shallow limir of ruprure
at i5 krn and a downdip rupture widrh of 100 km consistenr
uith our body and surface wave modeling results. We varied
rupture length and fault slip keeping seismic moment constant.
\\'e find that an average of 6 or more meters of siip produced the
required uplift. The distance between maximum uplift and
subsidence is proportional ro the downdip width of rhe rupture
(e.g., model 4 of Figure 14, has the least width). Sreeper fault
dips decrease the subsidence relative to ttre uplift (e.g., model
5 of Figure 14, with greatesr dip). The plate boundary is known

S

-200 - 100 100 200

distance (km)
Fig. 14. Vertical displacemenls as in Figure 13, bur for rhrust dislocarion models. Models l, 2, and 3 show fault
displacements of 7,5, and 9 m, respectively, on a faulr dipping 5o ro the north, wirh a depth of 15 km to the top of the fault
andadowndipwidthof  100km; model  4has 7m of  s l ipon afaul tT5 km wide.  Models 1-4over lapinthebottomdiagram.
Model 5 has 7 m of slip on a 100 km fault dipping 15o to the nor*r. Most of these models easily cause 2 m of uplift, but note
the narrow width of the region exceeding 2 m uplift.

0

to dip very shallowly in the region of the 1945 earthquake
(Figure 5), but the downdip width of ruprure is not well known.
In all of the models the uplifted region is confined to a narow
band centered over the upper limir of rupture. The uplift is more
than half its maximum value over a region that is only 50-25
km wide for a range of models and generally near 30 km (Figure
14). The amplitude of uplifr drops off sharply away from rhe
shallow end of the dislocation. The narrow region of uplift for
this class of models indicates that the seaward limit of rupture
during the 1945 event mosr likely occurred within about 30 km
of the coast.

Dislocation models that allow slip to occur both along the
d6collement and along an imbricate tfuust that ruptures up
through the upper plate allow a wider variety of models. All of
these models also illustrate the essential result rhat uplift is
confined to a narrow band centered about the shallow limit of
rupture (Figure i5). Imbricate rhrusrs rhat exrend up from the
main thrust at steepcr angles are commonly associated with
great thrust earthquakes at subduction zones [e.g., Plafker,
7972; Barrientos andWard, 1990), A number of imbricare
thrusts are observed upl i f t ing strata near the Makran coast
[Ahmed, 1969], suggesting rhar sl ip along an imbricate thrusr
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lmbricate Thrust Models
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Fig. 15. Venical displacements caused by two dislocations: a buried basal thrust and an imbricate thrust extending from it up
to near *re surface. 0 km marks the most southem limit of fault slip in each modei. Model I uses a basal fault with 5 m slip,
100 km downdip width, dipping 5" to the north, and an imbricate tlrust tliat roots into basal thrust 30 km from irs topi
imbricate faulr has 3 m of slip and dips 42o to the north. Model 2 uses the same imbricate and basal faults as model I except
rhat the basal fault extends deeper (width is 150 km) and has 3.2 m slip. In model 3, imbricate fault meets upper tip of basal
thrust and displacements are 6 and 4 m on the basal and imbricate faults, respectively; basal fault is 100 km in width. Model
4 uses a shallower fault system wirh an imbricate fault that extends from the bottom tip of the basal rhrust. Note the short
distance before uplift drops off south of the limit of fault slip in all models.
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associated with plate boundary rupture is reasonable. For most
well-documented examples, the average sl ip along the
imbricare thrust is a fraction of that along the main thrust
IPlafker, 1972]. Figure 15 shows end-member models in which
the imbricate fault meets the top of the ruptured segment of the
d6coliement (model 3), the bouom of i t  (model 4), and the
central part of it (models 1 and 2). When the imbricate fault
roots into the upper part of the main fault, maximum uplift is
attained because the zones of peak uplift associated with each
fault add constructively (model 3 of Figure l5). When rhe
imbricate roots at the base of rhe main fault. uplift associated
with the former overlaps subsiclence caused by the main fault
and the overail uplift is reduced (model 4). In models I utd 2
the imbricate fault joins the center of rhe d6collement rupture
area like the imbricate rhrusrs observed in Alaska and Chile
fPlafker, 1972]. The uplifLed region caused by an imbricate
thrust is even narrower than lhat caused bv the main thrust.
One or both faults must st i l l  have an updip l imit ncar lhe coast
to f i t  the obscrved upl i f t .  We f ind lhar for models with

reasonable geometries the width of the uplifted region resulring
from imbricate fault motion remains between approximately 15
km and 30 km (Figure 15) and the updip limit of ruprure lies
beneath the maximum uplift. Thus, even in the case of an
imbricate fault model we find that the updip limit of ruprure
along the plate boundary occurs seaward of, but within
approximately 30 km of, the coast.

For all the thrust models we find rhar vertical displacement is
not very sensitive to variations in slip direction along the fault
plane. The downdip extent of rupture and the dip of the faulr do
not strongly affect the location or amplitude of uplift. They
strongly affect the relative location and amplifude of the
subsidence maximum and the Iocation of the line of zero
vertical motion, but no data concerning subsidence are
available. Thus the coastal uplift data alone do not consffain
how far downdip rupture extended, the dip of the main fault, or
the exact slip direction. We use body wave modeling and plate
boundary geometry, however, to constrain the slip direction,
fault strike, and dip.
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Wc found that a simple thrust event requires an average slip of

about 7 m in order to produce the observed 2 m of uplift. For

reasonable aspect ratios of the rupture area and modulus of

rigidity, we infer from the magnitude of the event that a

maximum downdip width of rupture is approximately 100 km

and the rupture length is 100-150 km. This rupture area

suggests that at most one-fifth of the plate boundary at the

Makran subduction zone ruptured during the 1945 earthquake.

We find that even for somewhat more complex dislocation

models the seaward limit of rupture is most likely no more than

30 km off the coast; simpler models place it near the shoreline.

Updip rupture therefore appears Io have endcd near the seismic

front defined by more recent seismicity (Figure 5). The plate

boundary farther seaward of this at dcpths shallower than about

17 km did not undergo large slip or moment release in the 1945

earthquake. Thus the parts of f te plate boundary that

exper ienced co-se ismic  s l ip  in  1945 and ase ismic

displacements at other t imes have similar locations to those

reported by Byrne et al. [1988] for severai othcr subduction

zones.

FocAL MECHANISMS oF oTHER MAKRAN EenrnQuexes

Bodywave Inversions of Moderate-Sized Events

Most of ttre Makran earthquakes large enough to analyze with
body wave inversion techniques occur either within the
downgoing plate or along the boundary fault systems of eastem
and western Makran. Only two shallow events with sufficient
magnitude for body wave inversion have occurred since the
installation of the WWSSN in 1963. Jackson and McKenzie

[1984] determined tluust solutions for these earthquakes from
first motion of P waves. We conclude on the basis of body
wave anal)'sis that they are strike-slip events within the upper
p1ate .

A NNW trcnding zone of seismicity that extends north from
the coast near 61.5oE (Figures 1 and 3) produced a swarm of
event.s from 1978 to 1980 around 26.5oN. The largest events
occurred as a pair separated by 14 hours with magnitudes of M5
5.8 and 5.9 on January 10, 1979. We studied these events
using the inversion technique of NdbElek [1984] as described
above. We hand digitized long-period P and Sl/ waves recorded
by the WWSSN and inverted for source mechanism (strike, dip,
and rake), moment, depth, and source time function. We find
that bo*r of these earthquakes occurred at very shallow depths
and show str ike-sl ip fault ing with nodal planes str iking
northeasterly and northwesterly (Table I and Figures 16 and
17). These events have very similar waveforms. Both events
have P waves with large second and third pulses that do not
appear in the SI1 waves. We find that these secondary pulses
are difficult to fit. They may be modeled by *re use of a low-
velocity zone within the source region. The similarity of
waveforms for both earthquakes at the same station suggests
that structure in the region near the source causes the secondary
pulses because it would be unlikely to have two earthquakes
with identical complex ruptures. The simplicity of the Sl1
waves also suggest that the sources were not complex.
Attempts to use complex sources including subevents with
variable focal mechanisms degraded the fit of the S11 waveforms
and still failed to match the secondary pulses. We find that a
low-velocity zor.e at a depth of 23 km produces a sizeable
second pulse with a simple source time function. We suspect
that a more accurate velocity slrucfure is required to improve the
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fit to these waveforms. Previously underplated sediments
accreted beneath more lithified rocks could be a source of the

inferred low-velocity zone. The P axes for both events are

nearly horizontal and strike SSW. The two events are part of

the activity that occurs along the Sistan suture zone (Figure 2).

The focal solutions are consistent with right-lateral strike-slip

fault ing along the Sistan suture moving the Lut block

northward relative to Helmand block, suggesting that the upper

plate continues to be somewhat segmented.

First Motion Focal Solutions of Small, Shallow Earthquakes

All of the earthquakes in eastem Makran in the region of the
1945 and 1947 events occurring since the installation of the
WWSSN are less than magnirude m6 5.5 and most are less than
m6 5.0. We have determined depths for a number of these
events from phases reflected from the free surface and find thal
almost wirhout exception they occur at or near the plate
boundary (Figure 5). Such events are likely to have thrust focal
mechanisms. Because of the small  (m6 < 5.5) magnitude of
these events, however. focal mechanism determination from
teleseismic body wave inversion is not possible. We
employed the first molions of P waves to constrain the focal
rnechanisms for 10 Makran events. We focused on the events
near the coast, and we also determined a solution for one of the
few intcrmediate-depth events of eastern Makran to add a
constraint on the geometry of the downgoing plate. First
motion solutions are difficult to constrain for events of this
small magnitude. We had to rely almost entirely on short-
period P waves recorded at stations with large amplification.
We were aware of the large back swing following the first
motion that is characterist ic of short-period WWSSN
instrumcnts and took that into account in picking f irst
motions. We employed an inversion routine (J. Pacheco,
unpublished routine, 1990) to search the focal sphere and
obtain the solut ion that both minimizes the number of
incorrect polarities and places the nodal planes as far as
possible from the largest amplitude anivals and closest to the
nodal arrivals. The latter decision causes the rake of the focal
solution to be somewhat erratic among a group of inadequatelrv
constrained focal solutions. Our focal solutions are illustrated
in Figure 18. For the events near the coast our aim was

primari ly to dist inguish thrust from other types of events.
Several of the events have limited data that do not provide a
we l l -cons t ra incd  foca l  mechan ism (e .g . ,  720818,  730902,
620901 of Figure 18). Nevertheless, the broad region of

compressional arrivals around the centcr of their focal spheres
strongly suggests that they are thrust events. Obviously, the
rakes for such events are not well constrained. and the variation
among the tfuust solutions is most likely an artifact of the
limited data. We also estimate the focal depths of these events
using the short-period depth phases and the velocity model
(Table 4) determined from refraction studies [White an"d Louden,
1982; Niazi et al., 19801.

The events ftom 1972 occurred as a swarm of earthquakes in
central Makran near the coast. The mainshocks of this
sequence occurred on August 6 and 8, both with magnitudes of
mb 5.4 (Figure 3). We have determined the first motion focal
solutions for these events and find them to be thrust faulting
earthquakes as did Jacl<son and McKenzie [1984] (Table 2).
These events are thus the largest recent thrust events along the
Makran margin. The depth of these events are found on the
basis of depth phases to be 18-20 km, placing them at or ne.r
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Fig. 16. Obsewed (solid) and synthetic (dashed) Iong-period seismograms for the central Makran earthquake of January 10,

1979, I hour. All symbols are same as Figure 7.

the plate boundary. Their long-period P waves are of

insufficient amplitude at teleseismic distances for body

waveform modeling. The event of 720808, however, generated

short-period P waves with a high signal-to-noise ratio and we

modeled these waveforms to further constrain the focal

parameters foilowing the example of and NdbZlek and Sudrez

[1989], Shorrperiod body waves are highly dependent on the

anelastic . attenuation along the path from the source to the

station, but this does not strongly affect the determination of

focal depth or mechanism lNdLb4lek and Sudrez, 19891' For this

reason, we do not place much significance on the source time

0 1 0 n
sec

function or on the moment obtained in our inversion, but we do

feel confident about the focal mechanism. The depth is

obviously dependent on olu assumed velocity structure; we used

the near-coast velocity model (Table 4). We caution that this

velocity model does not contain the suspected low-velocity

zone mentioned in the previous section. Thus the 18 km deptlt

we determine, as well as those of all the events in the second

part of Table l, could be wrong by a few kilometers. Their

depths relative to each other, however, would not change. We

inverted the short-period waveforms for both amplitude and

shape, and assumed a simple point source. Our tfuust-faulting
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Fig. 17. Observed (solid) and synthetic (dashed) long-period
19'19,15 hours. A11 symbols are same as Figure 7.

focal mechanism (Table I and Figure 19) is consistent with the
first motion data (Figure 18). The 1972 sequence lies near the
westernmost limit for coastal thrust events of any magnitude
since the installation of the WWSSN (Figure 3).

Almost all the events we examined along the coast suggest
thrust faulting and occur at depths of between 17 and 20 km.
These events lie near the observed jump in acoustic velocity

from 4.8 to 6.5 km/s thatWhite and Louden [1982] infer to be
the transition between sediments and oceanic crust (Table 4).

These events presumably represent motion along the plate

boundary. Two of these events (720806 and 730902) were also

shown to be thrust earthquakes by Rayleigh wave analysis

lQuittmeyer and Kafta, 1984J. One event (680803) occurred at

a Sreater depth, 26 km, and has a well-constrained normal

fault ing mechanism. The other nonthrust event (800428)

occurred 350 km arcward of the coast at a depth of 60 km (Iable

1). This earthquake is onc of the few that can be interpreted as

down-dip tension events within the downgoing plate in eastern

Makran. The er'ents near the coast indicate that seismic slip

begins to occur along the plate boundary at depths of about 17
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Fig. 18. Focal solurions of nine small earthquakes from first motions of P waves recorded by rhe World-Wide Seismic

Stadon Network (WWSSN). Polariries read from short-period records. Lower hemisphere, equal-area projections are used;

solid symbols indicate compressions; open symbols are dilatations. Symbol size proponional to quality._.Most of the

"u.nt, 
ur" less than magnitudi m6 5.3. Focalparameters summarizcd in Table I and are shown in map view in Figure 3. Data

do not tightly 
"on.train 

some of 
-these 

mechanisms but are sufficient to separate normal and thrust faulting events.

km, but that the plate interface remains aseismic at shallower
depths. The region currently experiencing earthquakes is
confined to a downdip width of about 100 km (Figure 5).

Surwnary of Malcran Focal Solutions

The focal solutions determined in this and in previous studies
are summarized in Figure 3 and Tables I and 2. In western
Makran earthquakes with magnitudes up to M s 6.5 occur within
the subducted slab at depths of around 60 km. No thrust events,
however, are observed along the interface between the
colliding plates. In eastern Makran we again observe some
events within the downgoing plate, but in contrast, we find
that most of the seismic activity occurs along the plate
boundary. The great 1945 earthquake of eastern Makran was
such an event, and we have shown that it involved thrusting
between the two plates. It caused 6-8 m of average slip and
ruptured a region approximately 75-100 km downdip and 100-
150 km along str ike. Dislocation models suggest that the
shailow limit of rupture was located near the coast. The large
aftershock of August 5, 1947, also occurred as a thrust event

along the plate boundary. A number of small thrust events

continue to mark the seismogenic portion of the plate

boundary along the coast of eastern Makran. These events tend

to concentrare near the western limit of the 1945 rupture, but

some events occur along most of the eastern coast. In central

Makran much of the activity occurs along the Sistan suture

zone as strike-slip deformation within the upper plate. These

events probably accommodate northward motion of the Lut

block relative to the Helmand block. Across the entire

subduction zone a region of the plate boundary extending

approximately 75 km arcward (northward) of the deformation

front remains aseismic both during and between great

earthquakes.

DrscussroN

Unconsolidated Sediments Along the Plate Boundary and

the Transition Frorn Aseismic to Seisrnic Slip

The low-velocity portion of the accretionary wedge at the

Makran subduction zone produces an aseismic zone along the
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shallowest part of the plate boundary very similar to that
described for other subduction zones by Byrne et a/. [1988].
Such an aseismic zone is caused by the stable sliding behavior
of unconsolidated and semiconsolidated sediments along the
plate interface lMarone and Scholz, l9q8]. A transition from
nonlocal ized, strain-hardening to local ized, strain-softening
behavior occurs in a wide range of sedimentary rocks fZhang et
al., 1987) with decreasing porosity and increasing confining
pressure. At high pressures this transit ion, a prcrequisite to
st ick-sl ip seismic behavior, occurs near 15-207o porosity for
some relat ively clay-poor sandstones [Zhang et al. ,  1989].
Upon consolidation, sl ip within these rocks undergoes a
transit ion to st ick-sl ip motion marked by the onset of
seismicity (the seismic front).  The absence of seismicity
suggests that the toe of the plate boundary at eastern Makran
is. in fact. aseismic from the deformation front to the seismic
front, a distance of about 70 km (Figure 5). As we noted
previously, the abrupt change in the slope of the accretionary
wedge just seaward of the seismic front in eastern Makran
suggests that dewatering and underplat ing produce more
consolidated rock within the upper plate arcward of that point.
At the seismic front the sediments along the plate interface
have become sufficiently dewatered to generate moderate and
great thrust earthquakes in eastem Makran. The seaward limit
of rupture in the great 1945 earthquake appears to occur
sl ightly arcward of this transit ion in sl ip behavior.
Dislocation models suggest that the rupture zone extends updip
no more than about 30 km seaward of the coast. The absence of
seismicitv in western Makran does not allow us to determine
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Fig. 19. Observed (solid) and syntheric (dashed) short-period seismograms for the August 8,1972, Makran earthquake. All
symbols are same as Figure 7.

the updip limit for a potential locked seismogenic zone. We
suspect that if rupture were to occur there, the outermost 70 km
of the plate boundary would not experience much if any slip
even during a great earthquake.

Byrne et al.  [1988] suggested that entirely aseismic
subduction might occur in the presence of sufficiently thick
sediments with low permeabilities if their unconsolidated slip
properties were retained to large depths. Our findings show
that aseismic slip does not persist at all depths along the plate
boundary in eastern Makran. Seismic slip begins to occur
where either enough time has elapsed since accretion that
sufficient pore fluid has been drained to permit the required
arnount of consolidation of the subducted sediment or other
lithified rocks are found at depth in that portion of the forearc.
Very little is presently known about the velocity structure or
other properties of the deeper part of the Makran forearc.

It is the amount of the plate boundary dominated by
unconsolidated sediment, and hence with stable slip properties,
that determines the extent of the aseismic zone. Thus the widtlr
of the aseismic zone should be roughly proportional to the
amount of recently accreted, relat ively unconsolidated
sediment at a given forearc. The presence of a wide forearc or of
a large volume of iow-velocity sediment, however, does not
appear in general to be sufficient to produce aseismic slip
along the plate boundary at all depths. The pressures to which
unconsolidated sediment wil l  persist depends on a several
factors. The most important of these are the thickness and
lithology of the accreted piie. The lithology in turn controls
both the presence or absence of dehydration reactions (which



can be very important in clays) and the permeability, which
controls the rate at which excess pore pressures can be released.
The presence of seismic slip in eastern Makran, where the
sequence of incoming sediment on the subducting plate and the

reccntly accreted portion of the forearc are both quite large,
suggests that exceptional conditions must be required if any
subduction zone is to undergo aseismic sl ip at al l  dcpths
induced by sediment subduction alone.

Segmentation of the Makran Subduction Zone

For the purposes of this paper, the key differences between
eastern and western Makran are the dissimilari t ies in
seismological behavior lhat we described previously. The
large to great earthquakes for which there are historic records
have all occurred along eastern Makran (Figure 6) with the
possible exception of the questionably located event of 1483.
Modern seismicity exhibits this asymmetry as well (Figures 3
and 4): no thrust events are detected along the plate boundary of
western Makran, while eastern Makran exhibits some plate
boundary seismicity.

Segmentation is further suggested by the offsers in the
volcanic arc and by the large-scale, two block structure of the
overriding plate (Figure 2). The locus of volcanoes associated
with subduction at Makran, shows significant offsets along the
arc; Dykstra and Birnie [1979] suggested that Makran was
broken into four segments on the basis of these offsets. One of
their boundaries occurs near 61oE, coincident with the Sistan
surure zone (Figure 2). The width of the region of accreted rock
along the southern edge of the Helmand and Lut blocks also
differs (Figure 2). A wider zone occurs south of the Helmand
block [Arthurton et al., 1979]. The wider accreted region in
eastern Makran is consistent with the large sediment. volume
supplied from the east by the Indus River.

Many geologic and tectonic parameters, however, show no
segmentation along the Makran subduction zone. The margin
remains nearly straight for its entire 1000 km length. No
ridges or other topographic features are currently being
subducted west of the Murray Ridge; present marine
geophysical data show no signif icant offsers anywhere
offshore along the entire region lWhite, 19821. The age of the
subducting plate lies between approximately 70 and 100 Ma
along the entire arc. Because temperature is proportional to the
square roo! of age for seafloor created at a spreading ccnter. as
this was, the range of ages does not imply much contrast in
hcat f low across It{akran. Variat ion along the arc in
convergence veiocity est imated from global analysis of plate
motions appears to be small, with an increase of only about 6
mm/a from wcst to east [DeMets et al., 7990].

The transit ions in parameters betwecn eastern and western
Ilakran noted above are all approximately coincident with the
Sistan suture zone, which separates the Lut and Helmand blocks
(Figure 2). Seismicity and strike-slip focal solutions along the
Sistan suture further support the hyporhcsis that the Makran
subduction zone is segmented. Thcse earthquakes indicate that
at least a small amount of relative motion occurs between these
blocks, with the Lut block moving northward relarive ro the
Helmand block. The rate of rclarive motion bctween these
blocks, however, appears to be small  compared to the
convergence along the deformation front at the sourhern edge
of the upper plate as suggcsted by the absence of permanent
offsets in the coast or in offshore features. Different srresses
along the eastern and western str ike-sl ip margins of Makran
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(Chaman-Ornach Nal and Minab, respectively) may account for
the relative motion between the two blocks.

Seismic Potential for Great Earthquakes
in Western Makran

Both the record of historic earthquakes and the modern
seismiciry (Figures 3 and 4) indicate that while most of eastem
Makran has ruprured seismically and continues to be active, the
plate boundary in western Makran is completely quicscent at
the present and past levels of seismic monitoring. A large
event in 1483 event may have struck western Makran over 500
years ago, but its location there cannot be verified. Thus the
plate boundary in westem Makran may experience earthquakes
with longer recurence intervals and perhaps larger magnitudes
than eastern Makran, or alternatively, i t  may behave
aseismical ly at al l  t imes.

Western Makran may well be entirely different from eastern
Makran and experience dominantly aseismic subduction.
Available data cannot confirm or reject such a hypothesis.
Several conjectural mechanisms could explain such a difference
in the nature of plate boundary slip. We might theorize, for
instance, that the plate boundary in western Makran
accommodates considerably less motion than that in the east.
The relative continuity of the coast and offshore sfiucture,
however, suggest that an amount of plate convergence similar
to that of eastern Makran occurs along the plate interface in
western ]r'lalaan. The difference in the amounts of accreted rock
along the two segments might be a factor in differing styles of
plate boundary slip. A shallower dip in eastern Makran might
be expected from the larger volume of accreted rock [Karig et
al., 1976). The plate boundary of eastern Makran does appear
to have a slightly shallower dip than that of western Makran
(Figure 4), which would provide a larger zone in the east that
could be potentirlly seismogenic. In western Makran, a greater
distance from the Indus River and the greater proximity to the
eolian sediment source of the Arabian Peninsula suggests that
the sedimcnts accretcd in the west might have a finer average
grain size fStewart et a1.,1965j and consequently have a lower
permeability and require more time to drain. If so, these finer-
grained sediments could remain unconsolidated to a greater
depth along the plate boundary than the sediment in eastern
Makran. Another possibility is that significant differences
between the deeper portions of the forearc occur between east
and west brought about by thc accretion of r idges or other
anomalous material. Littlc detail is known about the velocity
structure within the Makran forearc ncar the coast and farther
inland or about variat ions in the velocity structure, Better
vclocity data could determine whether significant differences
exist. All of these mechanisms for differences in the seismic
behavior between eastcrn and westem Makran are speculative
and further study is necessary to identify the causes of the
d iss imi la r i t ies .

The other hypothesis, that western Makran is capable of
generating large to treat thrus! earthquakes along its plate
boundary, would predict that strain energy is currently being
stored to be released during future large shocks. The absence of
small thrust events along the western Makran plate boundary
can be intcrpreted as evidence of a currently locked plate
boundary. The presence of young marine lerraces along parts
of western Makran may provide the best circumstantial
evidence for great thrust earthquakes fPage et al.,1979). The
processes of marine terrace formation, however, remains a
problematic issue [e.g., Fitch and Scholz, 1971]. I t  cannot be
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concluded that all marine terraces are formed during great
earthquakes given that terraces are known to have developed
from eustatic changes in sealevel alone. We also know that not
all great earthquakes produce observable tefiaces (e.g., Chile,
1960). Geological [e.g., Vita-Finzi,  1982] and archaeological

le.g., Ilunting Survey Corporation, l960l evidence along the
coast of Makran both suggest that gradual uplift occurs there,
Thus, if we are to attribute Makran terraces to the occurrence of
earthquakes, it is important to determine whether a given
marine deposit could form from gradual or even episodic uplift
or if it requires sudden or instantaneous deformation for its
formation.

The only documented eanhquake-associated terrace at Makran
is the one at Ormara (Figure 6) that was formed by rhe 1945
earthquake. This event elevated a pre-1945 wave-cut platform 2
m above the present one fPage et a1.,19791. Other terraces are
identified at Ormara and at several localities in western Makran,
in particular at Konarak (Figure 6). Only two marine terraces
younger than 6000 years occur in western Makran. Both of
these teraces (11 and T2 of. Page et al. 1L979)) are preserved as
small remnan:a. Vita-Finzt [980, 1981] dated shells at other
localities that have been uplifted, but they are either nor from
terraces (e.g., shells out of growth position from a beach
deposit buried by alluvium) or are much older. The two young
terraces postdate all possible high sea level stands during the
Pleistocene lFairbanks, 19891; consequently, rhey seem to
demand a tectonic generating mechanism for their uplift with
respect to a relatively steady sealevel. Although these tenaces
may have been produced during earthquakes, this conclusion is
not clearly established. A number of other teraces in westem
Makran, with considerably greater ages, create steps reaching
elevations of up to L05 m lPage et al., 1979).

Average Repea Times and Future Makran Events

The damage caused by the large historic events of eastern
Makran suggests that they, like the 1945 shock, were thrust
events along *re plate boundary. Felt reports indicate that the
older sequences were probably not as large as the 1945
earthquake. Thus none were large enough to rupture more than
150-200 km along the srrike of the subducrion zone. The large
distances between towns damaged by these three events
suggests thal each ruptured a diffcrent section of the plate
boundary. Thus the historic earthquakes do not enable us to
directly estimate the average repeat time for events within any
given segment. Using Holocene uplift ratcs along the Makran
coast inferred from marine terraces and assuming such uplift
occurs during earthquakes, Page et al, tl979l estimates average
repeat times of 1000-2000 years in the 1945 zone and 3000-
20,000 years in western Makran. These long rime intervals
suggest that either most of the plate motion is accommodated
aseismically or that not all great earthquakes cause terraces at
the same place. Because the historic record is complete for
great events across all of Makran since at least the mid-
nineteenth century lAmbraseys and Melville, 19821, we can
make estimates of the minimum repeat times. The historic
record suggests that at least 140 years elapsed between events
in the 1851/1864 region and more than 200 years in the 1765
zone. We also know that at least 100 years passed without
great events in the 1945 zone prior to that earthquake. We
infer from dislocation models that slip of approximately 7 m
occuned in 1945. If all of rhe plate morion between Eurasia and
Arabia occurred during earthquakes like 1945, such events
would be expectcd to recur at Ieast every 175 years. Because

most subduction zones experience at least some aseismic slip

fSykes and Quittmeyer, l9Sl; Peterson and Seno, 1984].
events l ike 1945 would be expected to occur even less
frequently. Also, if the long-term rate of movement along the

Makran subduction zone is, in fact, more like half of that for

Arabia-Eurasia, the repeat time for the 1945 zone could be
greater than 300 years.

The absence of large to great historic events does not allow us

to estimate a repeat time for potential large earthquakes in

western Makran. The 1483 earthquake may have occurred in

western Makran, but it is misleading to presume that the region

has not experienced any large or great earrhquakes since then.

The historic record in western Makran is probably only as

complete as that of eastern Makran, so we are merely able to

say that at least 140 years have passed without any large events
occurring there. If we assume that the full rate of convergence
calculated between the Arabian and Eurasian plates occurs along

the Makran plate interface and further assume that all of it is

released during great earthquakes and that none have occurred

since 1483, then the accumulated motion along the plate

boundary of western Makran since 1483 amounts to

approximately 18 m. We suggest that all of these assumptions
are not likely to be valid and lhat any accumulated stra.in energl
will be considerably less. Assuming that the convergence rale
for Makran is half of the Arabian-Eurasian rate, the possible

accumulated slip is about 9 m since 1483, about equivalent to a

shock of Mw 8.5. We do not know if western Makran could

rupture at all in a large or great earthquake, and if so, whether it
would be more likely to break in a single great event or in a

series of somewhat smaller magnitude shocks.
Recent seismicity (Figures 1 and 3) clusters at the wesicrn encl

of the 1945 rupture zone and at the western end of the inferred
1851 rupture area. These clusters are separated by a region with

Iess seismicity (Figure 3). This seismicity pattern Ied

Quittmeyer [979] to speculate that the region immediately to
the west of the 1945 zone may be nearing arcpeat of the 1851
earftquake sequence, The largest Makran earthquake (mA 6,5)
since the installation of the WWSSN occurred as a downdip
tensional event in the lower plate arcward of this quiet region

fLaane and Chen,1989 l  add ing  fu r ther  ev idence o f

accumulating stresses within that segment of the Makran
subduction zone.

Implications for Other Subduction 7,ones

The implications of this study fit into the larger quesrion of
assessment of the seismic potential at subduction zones tha!
have experienced few or no plate boundary earthquakes
historically. We have shown that westcrn Makran may be
interpreted as eithcr an aseismic subduction zone or as one that
is currently (and has remained throughout historic t imes)
completely locked. The latter hypothesis obviously implies a
potentiaily great seismic hazard. There are several other
subduction zones that have no historic record of great
earthquakes. In some cases, such as the Marianas subduction
zone, a combination of large slab age and a low rate of
convergence is commonly thought to cause a low potential for
great events thereby explaining their absence [e.g., Ruff and
Kanamori,  19831. However, at margins with no historic
events, younger slabs and greatcr convergence rat.es, such a
model suggests that great earthquakes should have or wi l l
occur. In the case of Makran, dif ferences in age and
convergence rale appear unable to explain the dramatic
differences in seismic behavior between the eastem and westem



segments. Like western Makran, ttre Cascadia subduction zone
of North America may be somewhat enigmatic. Geologic

evidence at Cascadia, most notably lhe presence of sudden
subsidence events along the coast, has been interpreted as
evidence of prehistoric earthquakes fe.g., Atwater, 1987], with
current 14C dates indicating that the last subsidence event
correlated between at least two estuaries occurred around 300
years ago fAtwater and Stuiver, 19911. The complete absence

of thrust earthquakes at Cascadia would then be explained as
evidence of complete locking of the entire margin, which then
breaks in great earthquakes with long repeat t imes [e.g.,
Heaton and Kanamori, 19841. The Cascadia margin exhibits
segmentation in several geological and geophysical aspects,

however, and Sykes et al. U9871 have suggested that the
complete absence of thrust earthquakes of any size on any of
these segments during the historic record is highly anomalous.
It remains to be seen which other factors [e.g., Peterson and
Seno, 1984) are able to explain deviations from the traditional
age-rate models and the wide variations in seismic behavior
such as that observed at Makran.

CoNcLUSIONS

The Makran subduction zone of eastern Iran and southwestem
Pakistan has a relat ively low level of seismicity with few
ear thquakes  su f f i c ien t ly  la rge  fo r  source  parameter
de terminat ion  and in f requent  la rge  or  g rea t  events .
Consequently, the seismic behavior of Makran has remained
poorly known. One of the primary purposes of this paper has
been to malyze that behavior. We determined the source
parameters for as many small to great earthquakes as possible
(14 events) to investigate that behavior. We focused, in
particular, on the great earthquake of 1945, because it is the
only instrumental ly recorded great event at Makran, i t
represents 95Vo of. the seismic moment released along the
subduction zone during this century, and its source parameters
were not determined prior to our srudy. A second aspect of this
study has been to examine lhe effects of accretion and
subduction of large amounts of young sediment on the style of
sl ip along the plate boundary and on the potential for
generating great thmst earthquakes.

We found that the great (lvlw 8.1) earthquake of Novcmber 27,
1945, is a thrusting event along an eastern scgment. of the
plate boundary. We employed body waveform modeling, first
motions of bodywaves, surface wave anaiysis, and dislocation
modeling !o constrain thc source parameters. We also found
that tlre large (Mt 7.3) aftershock of 1947 occurred as tkusting
along thc plate boundary. The scalar seismic moment
detcrmincd for the 1945 event is 1.8x1gzt N m bascd on mantle
Rayleigh waves co(csponding to a moment magnitude of ilfry
8 .1 .  D is loca t ion  mode ls ,  body  waveform invers ion ,  and
moment esl. imates sugScst that the earthquake ruptured less
than 200 krn along the arc (at most one-fifih of the arc length)
and approximately 100 km in a downdip direct ion. Our
prefcrred source tirne function consists of three pulses growing
in ampli tude and duration with a total duration of about 56s.
The init ial  pulse is quite small ,  leading to sonle dif f iculty in
picking the initial motion of body waves at srarions wirh low
magnification or higher noise levels. This difficulty makes the
first motion of P waves data somewhat suspect. Body
waveform analysis indicates that the rupture began at a depth
near 30 km and propagated updip and eastward. Dislocation
models of the coastal uplift associated with this earthquake
suggest that updip rupture along the dicol lement continued
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seaward to the vicinity of the coast but did not rupture more
tharr approximately 30 km seaward of it. The downdip limit of
rupture appears shaliow compared to other subduction zones. It
is possible, however, that the event ruptured a longer downdip
segment and a shorter distance along strike than we have
inferred.

We found tfuust faulting focal solutions for eight additional
Makran earthquakes with depths at or near the plate boundary.
All of these thrust events are confined to eastern Makran. The
seismogenic part of the plate boundary delineated by these
events is approximately 100 km in downdip width. It extends
seaward about 50 km beyond the coast. Downdip rupture during
the 1945 earthquake nearly coincides with the currently active
part of the plate boundary. The shallow limit of plate boundary
seismicity, the seismic front, occurs at a depth of about 17 km.
Farther seaward an aseismic zone extends an addirional ?5 km
out to the delormation front. This aseismic zone appears to
remain aseismic both during and between great earthquakes.

Modern seismicity, the historical record of larger events, and
our focal solutions show strong segmentation in the Makran
subduction zone between eastern and western segments. Much
of eastern Makran appears to have ruptured within the last 225
years in large or great earthquakes and small- and moderate-
sized plate boundary earthquakes continue to occur. In
contrast, the plate boundary of western Makran has no
established record of large or great plate boundary events in
historic t imes nor have any such events of any size been
detected by more recent seismic monitoring. Nearly all of the
earthquakes occurring in the west.ern segment are of
intermediatc depth and represent normal faulting within the
downgoing plate. The segmentation is also apparent in the
large-scale structure of the upper plate; it is made up of two
oldcr continental blocks with younger rock accreted along their
southern margins. The volume of accreled rock is greater in
eastern Makran and the sediments supplied to western Makran
arc on average somewhat more fine graincd. In central Makran
we determined strike-slip focal solutions for lwo events that
occurred within the upper plate between these blocks. The
earthquakes indicate that the western, Lut, block moves
northward to soms exten[ relat.ive to the eastern, Helmand,
block but the continuity of the coasl l ine and of offshore
structures indicates that their long-tenn motions must be
similar. The volcanic arc is offset between the two segments; a
greater distance occurs between the deformation front and the
arc in eastern Makran. The alignment between the transitions
in scismicity and the boundary between these blocks suggests
that the difference in seismic behavior is rclated to the
segmentation of the upper plate. Differences between the
motions of the Lut and Helmzrrd blocks may be caused by the
very dissimilar faul! zones along the boundaries of eastern and
western Makran.

No thrust events are known to occur along the plate boundary
of western Makran. Thus its long-term seismic behavior and

its potential for great earthquakes are unknown. We are faced
with the extreme alternatives of a completely locked plate

boundary or of largely aseisrnic subduction. The occurrence of
uplifted Holocene marine teraces along the coast and the

apparent continuity of convergence velocity between eastern
and western Makran suggest that the absence of seismic
activity is best interpreted as a locked plate boundary rather
than as aseismic subduction. The data concerning the seismic
behavior in western Makran are not sufficient for us to make
any estimates concerning the timing or the rupture extent of a
potential earthquake.
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Makran is a subduction zone with an enormous amount of
accreted rock including a very wide toe of recently accreted,
largely unconsolidated sediment. Such unconsolidated
sediments exhibit stable slip properties resulting in aseismic
behavior. In eastern Makran the outermost 70 km of the plate
boundary lies within such sediment and remains aseismic. The
stable slip properties of unconsolidated sediment led Byrne et
ai.  [988] to speculate that massive subduction of young
sediment might reduce the seismic potential of a subduction
zone. Our analysis of eastern Makran indicates that there the
accreted and subducted sediment becomes sufficiently dewatered
and consolidated to generate great plate boundary earthquakes.

The implications of this study are important for the
assessment of the seismic potential along the coast of eastern
and western Makran as well as for other margins with abundant
sedimenls and few or no plate boundary earthquakes. This study
shows that a large sediment volume does not necessari ly
indicate a low potential for great tfuust earthquakes.
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